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Letters
to the
f£ditor

I would hope that you as wen as other planetarians
would take my comments not as a personal attack on
you or on the planetarium community as a
but
rather as a stimulus to honestly examine our Star
grams and work out among ourselves what is the most
appropriate way to handle them.
Sherman P.

KANAGY REPLIES
Other than being offended at the accusation that I am
being deceptive in my revelations of the contents of the
letters I have received, I frankly wonder what you
expect me to do. I have testified that the letters said
what I reported in my article. Clearly, you do not
believe my testimony. On the other hand, as long as
my report does not agree with what you would want to
be true, you can always claim that I'm lying....
Each planetarian can examine themselves [sic] and
their programs in the light of my arguments rather
than my opinions and if they feel there is nothing to be
concerned about after honest consideration of what I
have argued, so be it. To a large extent, I don't care one
way or the other. I also think that my paper represents a useful in-depth examination of religion and
pseudoscience in the planetarium whether Christmas
Star shows are actually entirely free of any ethical or
professional concerns or not. Even if the problems were
not actually there, they are nonetheless potentially
there and planetarians should guard against them.
In regard to some other comments you made, I have no
desire to see Star shows eliminated.... I am not a "get
God out of the public schools" advocate. I have no
desire to cause trouble for planetarians, although after
some of the hateful treatment I have received at their
hands I can't say I [have] grown in my opinion of some
of them. I admit, however, that my original letter had
an unfortunate offensive tone that no doubt invited
response. I had hoped to stimulate dialogue by being a
little confrontive, but I have no desire to have groups
of people hate me. I am not standing as a sinless judge
over those who do Christmas Star programs. I have
done them myself and I would like to continue to do so.
In the paper I was largely trying to think out honestly
various concerns about such presentations and I had
hoped to get some real discussion of issues going rather
than to incite people to become obsessed with my
motives, giving their emotional reactions to my tentative conclusions, and so on. Actually, if anything, the
intensity of the emotional response only convinces me
more that there is something to be concerned about. ...
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Perhaps the emotion you noted was the result of having insulted a lot of people -JM
MORE ON THE GLORY OF GOD AT CHRISTMAS
I must once again take issue with what I feel is an illconsidered comment that appeared in the last issue of
The Planetarian. The remark I refer to is that which
follows as a retort to the letter from Jeffrey Hunt. In
that quip you suggest that, with regards to the Star of
Bethlehem, a discussion of the glory hypothesis is
inappropriate in the planetarium setting.
that is so given the secular environment in which so
many of us operate. However, if that is the case, then
any presentation of the Star of Bethlehem
whatsoever is called into question. Whatever
state of the discussion in the public arena, I feel
continuing discussion of the Shekinah glory is onf-.....oll'"
reasonable within the community proper.

The glory hypothesis is a viable eX~)la]latllon
mystery if for no other reason than
ancient texts themselves suggest it as a solution. This
can be seen most clearly in Luke II-9. Furthermore, consideration of the Shekinah does not require one to
accept it as a "manifestation of the presence of
That's your
not mine. You must come to a realization that a variety of interpretations relating to the

Bishop Planetarium ............................... .
Broward Community College ............. .
Carl Zeiss Inc.............................................. 2
Joe Hopkins Engineering ...................... .
Hayden Planetarium ............................. .
Radian Group .......................................... .
Seiler Instrument ................................... .
Sky Skan, Inc.................
Spitz Inc................................................ .
Trax Instrument Corp ........................... .
0

........................ .
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Shekinah do exist. These include the possibility of literary construct, legendary amplification, as well as
theophany.

hear from a person who
department of a modern 111'1'1'11prC1jc

with the

nh1JSU~""

1f

I equate the desire to see the
into Christmas shows with r:rp-atll(Hl1:sm
strong
in tactics. Earlier
mentalists (as creationists
to outlaw
was prosecuted
see's law against
public schools.
in 1968 when
1/

To equate my desire of seeing a Shekinah glory
included in the
discussion of the Christmas star
with creationism smacks of effrontery. The fact that I
promote the Shekinah as a possible solution is not
religiously motivated. I am wining to relinquish my
support of the glory hypothesis altogether if anyone
can show me how it violates objective criteria used to
evaluate other proffered solutions to the Star of Bethlehem mystery. To merely claim as you have that one
solution is uscientific" and that another is not is insufficient. A priori exclusion of the glory hypothesis from
our discussion is neither intellectually licit nor honest.
Until someone can show that the glory
simply doesn't fit the story of the "star" . . . . . . ~". .
Ma tthew, consider me a major

V~(;UU~ie

"l'-- .....

Carl J. Wenning
Normal Illinois

Look, Carl, religion is fine and has its place, but it's
not the same as science. The two are different and it's
up to us to keep that distinction clear. The Shekinah is
a religious explanation, and it doesn't have the same
validity as a scientific explanation. You ask us to believe that God performs miracles in front of people's
faces, and that sort of explanation" can explain perfectly anything
want-but it doesn't explain
haven't
why a
thing at all, If
doesn't
the same weight as a natural exr,nar.lanon,
I'm not going to be able to
it
country and
can believe anything you want, but
when you are entrusted with the education of the
public in scientific matters you should leave your
preacher's hat at home.
/I

is to
ing

SUlmm,e

My background as an astronomer
talk in
what
The

n71'Y,(JrIP

Most of us have a disclaimer in our Christmas shows
that says, in effect, liThe star might have been a miracle, and if it was, there's not much more we can say
about it. Most historians consider the whole thing to be
a literary device. We specialize in the sky, so we'll
look at the sky as it appeared at Christ's birth and try
to identify something that might have been interesting to astrologers of the time." I think that's enough
emphasis to give to miracles in a university planetarium.
To refresh the reader's memory, in the last issue Mr.
Hunt challenged us to "Change your planetarium show
to present all the possibilities or don't present it," You
repeat this in the first paragraph of your letter above.
You two are clearly saying that we should give equal
time to miracles, or we should not present shows on the
Star of Bethlehem. This is an awfully strange thing to
6

luminous
This view is
philosophers,
scholar in rn..-nn,r;1'I7fi'71'p/1J
Shekhinah was
lion, ""rt,,,,f".r'H /,..... ,.
place. ... it is
prophet in his vision."
ster's Unabridged
theology, the manifestation
Divine Presence."
I wouldn't be surprised if other
that is not important. Despite the
denial here, I used the term
have used it. I refer you,
1988

Press International, dated December 20, 1980, titled
Supernatural Reasons Proposed, for Star of Bethlehem
by Astronomers." It is reprinted in full on the next
page. The seventh paragraph reads, liThe university
astronomers [Carl Wenning and Sherman Kanagy] suggested that the star was not an astronomical object in
the normal sense of the word. Instead, they said, it
was a glorious object known to theologians as the Shekinah or the manifestation of the presence of God."
Elsewhere you stated, LIThe Shekhina is a term describing the visible manifestation of God's presence on
earth." (LIThe Star of Bethlehem Reconsidered: A Theological Approach," The Planetarian, Vol. 9 #2; see
also a reply by Jim Manning on page 4 of the following
issue.)
I also refer you to a two-page outline paper liThe Star
of Bethlehem Reconsidered" that you wrote as director
of the I.S.U. planetarium. It is undated, but was written in or near 1981. It seems to be a handout that accompanied a talk, and it summarizes your main points. At
the bottom of the first page you define your terms, and
you wrote, Shekhina Glory (Glory of the Lord): A visible and/or audible manifestation of God's presence
here on Earth."
U

In view of this, what are we to think of the second

paragraph in your present letter to the editor?
To continue, on the second page of this same lUlr,ulOll.lt
you summarize your four reasons for supporting
Shekhina hypothesis: (1) Explains all problems
conjunctions. (2) Direct statements support this
(3) Major happenings in Christ's life accompanied
Glory. (4) Improves internal Biblical consistency."
Item 11 on the first page of the same handout,
the heading "Conjunctions-An Untenable Thesis,"
state"Magi weren't consorts of evil." I would be
to know how you came to this scientific conclusion.
(And you wonder why this reminds me of creationism!)
U

r1A1"'dU/C

Finally, Note #1 in the same handout summarizes
your position, and I quote it in full. "A scenario
run like this: The Magi see the Glory of the Lord
watching the early morning sky. Due to its
nature, and perhaps after making its intentions .........
the wise men follow it. Not knowing its exact
they christen the object a star due to its
appearance. After following the Glory for some time
abandons them and the Magi are left confounded.
proceed to Jerusalem to find out more about the trmp.t{)J[!1
event. Telling a curious tale about the long gone
the Magi gain the attention of Herod and are
into his presence. Upon hearing of the prophesies
concerning the king and Bethlehem they resume

oln'D'iI'HAC
.1 ...",',...

Back Issues
Back issues of The Planetarian and some Special Reports are available from Charlene Oukes, Strasenburgh Planetarium, 657 East Avenue, Box 1480, Rochester, New York, 14603.
Quarterly issues from Volume 15 (1986) are $6 each; issues from Volume 5 (1976) through Volume 14
(1985) are $1 each; the two double issues of Volumes 3 and 4 are $3 each; the six issues of Volume 1 and 2
are $2 for all six. A few issues are sold out; inquire in advance.
The following Special Reports are available: #6, Atlanta Conference Proceedings ($10); #7, Planetarium Handbook ($5); #10, Educator's Workshop Guide ($10); #11, Special Effects Projector Sourcebook
($20); #13, 27 Steps Towards the Universe ($10). The IPS Directory is $10 for members and $25 for nonmembers.
Postage is $.50 for the first item and $.20 for each additional item. Postage is $1 for Special Report #6.
AU orders must be pre-paid in U.S. dollars. Orders to overseas countries will be sent surface parcel post
unless appropriate air postage is included. Checks should be made payable to "Strasenburgh Planetarium." You must state that you are a current IPS member to purchase any item other than the IPS Direc-

tory.
A cumulative index current through the present issue is available on disk for Macintosh computers for a
nominal charge from John Mosley. A printed index of major articles through Volume 16 is available from
Charlene.
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journey. In the mean time [sic] the Glory is present at
the birth of Christ and later moves into the fields to
call upon the shepherds. Some time later the Glory
reappears to the Magi and guides directly [sic] to the
very house where the young Christ child is."
Thus we see how neatly the Shekinah
problems. "

1/

explains all

Carl, in your letter you accuse me of "smacking of
effrontery," and in the following sentence you blandly
state "The fact that I promote the Shekinah as a possible solution is not religiously motivated." With all
due respect, my credulity just doesn't strain that far.
I'd like to conclude by quoting Dr. E. C. Krupp, Director of the Griffith Observatory. He commented in The
Planetarian, Vol. 14, #3, on an article you wrote two

issues earlier in which you justified the
the Shekinah in your public shows. He wrote
all of this to be overbearing, self-serving, and
rassing. In the past, I found Mr. Wenning's proposed
explanation of the Christmas Star to be unconvincing
and scientifically uninteresting because it is untestable. ... The planetarium is associated in most people's
minds with science and astronomy. That doesn't mean
that everything that takes place in the planetarium
theater is scientific or astronomical, but when it
it should be obvious. Mr. Wenning blurs the distinction
between what is science and what isn't at the expense
of the planetarium and scientific community."
Enough is enough. The Editor reserves the
to
decline to publish future letters about the the visible
manifestation of the presence of the Lord in
planetarium shows. -JM.
0

Supernatural Reasons Proposed for
Star of Bethelehem by Astronomers
NORMAL, III. (UPO-Two astronomers say the star of Bethlehem, a puzzle
to scientists for centuries. may have been
the result of a supernatural phenomena
-and not an astronomical occurrence as
many have conjectured.
Sherman Kanagy and Carl Wenning of
JIIinoiR State University disagree with a
wide vareity of astronomical explanations oHered through the years to account for the mysterious star which. according to Christianity. led the Wise Men
to Bethlehem.
Astronomical phenomena such as brUHant meteors, spectacular comets, exploding stars, and unusual planetary
groupings ail have been used to explain
the star of Bethlehem. The conjunctionor the apparent passings-of planets In
the sky has been the most popular explanation.
"Every Christmas season planetariums
across the country and around the world
portray the Christmas star as some sort
of astronomical event," Wenning said.
"The most popular theory has been that
the star was really a triple passing of Jupiter and Saturn among the stars of
Pisces in 7 B.C."
But Kanagy said conjunctions of any
type fail to reasonably explain the details
in the account of the star given by Matthew in the Bible.
Matthew, the two saM, points out that
the star went before the Wise Men and

stood over the very pJace where the
young child was.
The university astronomers suggested
that the star was not an astronomical object in the normal sense of the word. Instead, they said. it was a glorious object
known to theologians as the Shekinah or
the manifestation of the presence of God.
"Whether one likes to accept a super
natural explanation for the star or not,
that explanation may well have been
what was intended by Matthew," Kanagy said. "At the very least, a supernatural explanation may be the best explanation supported by the text when taken in
its 'plain: but not necessarily 'literal:
sense."
In addition, Kanagy said, the possibility that the references to the star in Matthew are mythical cannot be completely
discounted.
"Only by way of the Sheklnah can the
leading action, the appearance and disappearance of the star. and the spectacular
context of Christ's birth be explained
reasonably," Wenning said.
Regardless of the nature of the mysterious star of Bethlehem, the entire
world will have a chance to see the rare
triple conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn
repeated, they said.
.
On Dec. 31, the planetary pair will pass
for the first of three Urnes. The second
passing of Jupiter and Saturn will occur
March 4, and the third and final conjunction will occur July 23.
e

This article from the United Press International appeared in the Los Angeles Times
and in many other newspapers on December 20, 1980. Reprinted with permission.
8
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By Spitz, Inc., supplier of planetariums,
projection domes, lighting and multimedia systems since 1945.
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Foreign subscribers didn't get their money's worth last
year. For some reason which is still not entrirely clear,
no planetarians outside North America received the
last two issues of 1987 or the cumulative index. When
we learned of the problem, I reprinted extra copies and
sent out a mass mailing of back issues. I also changed
the mailing service. We think that the problem is now
solved, but if not, we need to know. Please let Mark
Petersen and me know as soon as possible if your issue
does not arrive. The new cover dates are the equinoxes
and the solstices, and the issues are mailed to reach
everyone during the cover month. If you haven't received your copy by the middle of the following
month, please speak up. Also, let me know immediately if you receive a rare defective issue (one or two go
out each mailing) so I can replace it; if you wait very
long you'll have to contact Charlene Oukes at the
Strasenburgh Planetarium. (She's nicer than I am, but
it may take longer.) See page 7 for back issue ordering
information.

concern
A job advertisement from Broward Community College was mailed to members of the
Planetarium field that incorrectly indicated
that Mr. Bany Perlman had been terminated
from his job at the Buehler Planetarium. The
word "terminated" was used to indicate he had
left the position that was being advertised. Mr.
Perlman was a valued employee at Broward
Community College and
in good standing
to take the job as Director of the Alexander
Brest Planetarium, Jacksonville. FlOrida. I
hope that this information will clear up any
misconceptions that may have arisen by the
distribution of that original mailing. If you
have any questions about this notice. please
contact Dr. Eric Reno, Provost. Broward CommUnity College. Central Campus. 3501 SW
Davie Rd .• Davie, FL 33314- phone
4756510.
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Our lead article in this issue is
Garry Stasiuk, who has
deeply involved in
sophisticated C01nn'utE~r
hibitively expensive for
of us,
correctly points out, there's a lot that can
with surprisingly modest
I think
certain that by the end of
dozen years away) most
produced with computers.
shows us what
sible today. It'll be interesting to see what the
holds.
It's also interesting to note the almost total ,-VJlluu.;;n
between Garry's situation, which is
this issue, and Jane's, as
in
Corner
the end of this issue. Even so,
is not at the
extreme. My colleague,
·~n
from the Far East, where
situation is so
that some planetariums cannot even afford to process
single roll of film! We often forget how vast
differences between our resources.
rI" .." ...... ,.' .....

The second article describes the newest
tarium. I hesitate to run an article about a
was written by employees of the comrmrlV
duces it for fear of being accused of
advertising, but there's a difference here. This
was originally written for and
Display, the publication of the
Display. Its original audience was pnJtessionals
different field, and as such it
us a look at
sometimes appear to others.
(More technlcaHv-mlnCled. plalnetariarls
join the
page 21 for
UICI.a:U.i;;).

23 Thomas "-> ......
His article is eSt)eciall
ate because most of us will be
Mars this
and Thomas
us new
say. Nothing is more fundamental to
and in the case of Mars
of ra ...... ,.... ,; ........ ,;_,~
<,F,UA'-

.......' ' ' h l ...,....,.

best, we
tian . . ~ '-t .......
son plans to review Thomas' COlmDiUtE~r
in the next issue of
in
the meantime please contact Thomas
directly for more information on his
unique software.
i n....

Coming in
an article
James Rusk on answers to creationists.
The Planetarian, Vol.
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Stasiuk tnteIlprl,SeS
3150 NE 30th
Portland,
Turn on your TV. Within half an hour you'll see
computer graphics and animations that were produced
by very expensive computers like Pixar, Cubicomp,
Apollo, or Sun (average list price over $65,000). Planetaria, too, can make use of computer graphics for slide
visual production, using personal or desk top computers.
The best news is that it doesn't have to cost an arm and
a leg, and you don't have to be a programmer or even an
artist. All you need is the desire to tell a story. Any
planetarium large or small can produce high quality
slides and animated graphics almost instantly using a
personal computer desktop system. If you are using a
video projection system, computer generated animations will give your planetarium productions a whole
new dimension.
Remember Shelton's Supernova? Can you imagine
presenting a planetarium show with visuals that are
updated as information flows in on a daily basis? Do
you have a set of visuals that you wish were just
slightly different? Do you have a blank spot in a planetarium show that begs for a creative image, but you
are not an artist and you don't have access to an artist?
Have you been invited to speak to a group or your board
of directors, and you need a specific graphic to illustrate your point?
The Edmonton Space Science Center's Zeigler Planetarium wanted a side view of the Space Shuttle and
the Canadarm manipulating a satellite. I produced a
slide dissolve sequence for them using only a model, a
digitizer, a paint program, a slide copier, and the
Amiga personal computer!

describing the shape of the
shape, direction and
direction of motion, if any.

color
of the

AAM"'~A"'Mf

Pixel paint files generally are very
enormous amounts of
memory. Vector
files are small because the I"'A1"1n'l'"\nt-e,-r
vector data faster than it can n1","\r.t:"~Q
(that's what computers were
invented
number crunching) and as a result most animation
grams are vector oriented.
Raster-based
every home cOlmt::mb~r
dore, IBM or IBM clone, Radio
hands on one of these
what. If you can get
ers, find a raster paint
and
play! You are on your way to be(~onrunlg
ist.

'-VA..... V .... "'-

If you don't have access to a . . ",-"c ... "" ......,_ ..
purchase one for your home or
four characteristics in mind:
availability, and

A color television screen can show television
as 25 million different
tures which have as
have
programs
ors at one time.
which can
from two colors to as
limited
its display has
hard ware constraints. As a result the more colors
COInDutE~r can
at one time the
the
tag climbs. The more colors a COlntJlut(~r
the better the
8 or 16 colors at one time can .....'w.,.,-",,...""
ImDn~SS]lVe graPITlCS. The
of the ..... u"t'" ..·,o,
"'-'H "Tl , 11"<->

Let's go back to some basics and see how you can
become a computer artist.
A computer display reproduces a
using one of
two different methods: raster graphics, where each
pixel is painted a different color or intensity from a
file that stores the information for each pixel; or vector graphics, which draws an object from a set of instructions that contain coordinates and information
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.............

ware to mix the red, green, and blue values to
produce the "computer" color
"The
that
Sphinx" is a composite of 4
were cut-and-pasted in a raster based
gram (It took about an hour to
the
and touch up the picture). I photographed
moni tor, and a half-tone was made from
Believe me, masking a slide in a cQ]mputE~r is a
a 24 x 36
lot easier than trying to mask or
millimeter piece of film!

Shelton's Supernova in high-res (640 x 400)

that can be produced on computers that can display 16
or 32 colors at one time is amazing. But the computers
that can display more than 32 colors at one time will
take your breath away!
Elsewhere in this article you will see pictures produced on my Amiga in its "Hold-and-Modify" mode.
Although this magazine reproduction
only permits black-and-white pictures,
the originals are in color. The Holdand-Modify mode of the Amiga allows
the display of 4,096 colors at one time!

To photograph a computer or television monand a
itor, you need a 35mm camera, a
Wratten CC40 Red Filter. I recommend
Fujichrome 100 film for the best results. Photograph the screen at a shutter speed of
or
slower. Turn off all the lights in the room, take
a meter reading of the screen, and bracket
exposure at least one stop over and one
under. (Detailed information on how to ..... "''' .. r~
graph video screens can be obtained from film
and camera manufacturers, or found in
or
computer magazines.)
Many computers have "digitizers" or "scanners"
available, and the software necessary for making
tized pictures compatible for use in a paint program.
The best way to find out more about the computer
your choice is through a users group or by reading
various magazines dedicated to that computer.

I would like to emphasis that you
don't need to be an artist to produce
these stunning images. I am not a trained
artist, yet I am able to produce impressive pictures by turning any slide, photograph, or 3-dimensional model into a
computer picture simply by digitizing it,
loading the digitized picture into a
paint program, and modifying it the
way I want.
That's how the pictures accompanying this article were made. The digitizing was done using a black and white TV
camera; red, green and blue filters; a
digitizing hardware module; and softThe Planetarian, Vol. 17, No.2, June 1988

The Sphynx (320 x 400)

13

The Canadarm (Space Shuttle arm, built in Canada), 320 x 400 resolution.

If you don't have a digitizer for the computer at

your school or institution, you might find one available
through a local user group or BBS bulletin board. As
more and more planetarians start using computers to
produce their own graphics, a larger and larger library
of pictures for manipulation in paint programs will
become available. There are programs available-the
GIF format on CompuServe, for example-that can
reformat graphics from one computer, to be displayed
on another.
A computer picture's resolution is determined by
counting the number of pixels horizontally and vertically across the picture. The greater the number of pixels, the better the resolution. But as the resolution goes
up, the number of colors the computer can display at
one time generally goes down. It's a matter of computer
economics, having to do with the amount of memory
available to the computer, and hardware constraints.
A television image in North America (NTSC system) is broadcast with a resolution of 525 lines (raster
scans), and your TV at home has a horizontal resolution of about 240 lines. The newer digital TV s should be
capable of displaying'up to 600 horizontal lines.
A minicomputer's resolution can vary from 320 x 200
pixels all the way to 1280 x 1024. The greater the reso14

lution, the more the computer system will cost.
average price for 7 of the "top of the line" 1280 x 1024
systems works out to a whopping $66,957!) But, don't
let these price tags intimidate you. Personal COlml=mtlers
can do the same job as the minis at a fraction of
cost, although maybe not at the same speed,
or number of colors. Within the decade, desktop computers will be as powerful as superminis are now.
The better the resolution, the less you'll notice "the
jaggies," a stair-step effect seen in lines which are not
strictly vertical or horizontal. If you have a lot of colors available you can diminish the stair-step
using techniques known as alai sing and
Alaising is a shading effect; dithering is a technique of
mixing colors that can give the picture the feeling that
there are more colors present than are actually
displayed. Also, if you are planning on doing animations, more colors displayed at one time will
viewer the appearance of using a higher resolution.
Don't worry that low-resolution systems may result
in inferior graphics. Do you remember the
computer-generated planetary evolution/planetary
flyover of the planet Genesis in the movie Star Trek
II? That sequence was produced by a system whose resolution was only 512 x 512 pixels. So, don't be afraid to
try what you have. You may be surprised by your
results!
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Comparison of Popular Computers
IBM PS/2
Model 50

List Price*
Monitor Included

$699 $1295 $1999
No
No
No

$3595
No

$2898

Maximum Screen Resolution
Horizontal
Vertica 1

704
x 480

704
x480

640
x 480

512
x 342

I~~;;ti;ec~~orson =~n at
:l~

A pple Macintosh
SE Mac II

Commodore Amiga
500 1000 2000

704
x480

Yes

$4417**
No

640
x480

~
Atari
Mega2-ST
$1899
Yes

640
x 240 color

x 480 B&W

4096

4096

4096

262,144

B&W

16 million

512

4096

4096

4096

256

B&W

256

16

This chart compares 16/32 bit computers. If you are planning on a new system, you should seriously plan on moving
up from the 8 bit computers to the 16/32 bit arena.

I
t

* These are suggested' list prices. Educational institutions qualify for special (ie, hefty) discounts. Inquire 7lJith
your local dealer.

~:

** This price includes an expanded video card. The monitor is extra.
~l!:~::::::~::-%W..:$i.X
: ::
c::::

What Goes 'Round Comes 'Round
I find it quite fascinating that some
of the image enhancing and processing
software that I use had its origins in
NASA's unmanned space program and in
an optical astronomer, David Malin, of
the Anglo-Australian observatory.
David Malin's technique is called unsharp masking, and when you use it on a
digitized photograph it's like peeling
off a layer of grime.
Amaze yourself. Go out and take a
firsthand look at the computer system
of your choice. Play with it for a
while ... soon you'll be amazing the
patrons at your planetarium with computer pictures which you designed.
If you would like to see a set of fullcolor computer-generated slides projected on your dome, including "The
Sphinx," call or drop me a line, and I'll
send them to you free.
0
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What happens when your socks get knocked off (320 x 400)

First Field Trip?
In August, 1836, a party of sChoolboys from Burnside's Academy traveled to the observatory of the Dumfries Museum, Scotland, to see the
camera obscura. This may be the first recorded field trip of a school
class to an educational institution.
15
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George Reed, David Millard, and
Spitz, Inc.
P.O. Box 198, Route 1
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania 19317

On October 21, 1923 an electromechanical optical creation opened its conical eyes and a new universe was
born. The interior surface of a 32-ft. (9.8-m) dome
became alive with 4500 stars. The world's first public
planetarium show had taken
at the Munich
Deutsches Museum in Germany, and outer space had
been captured and brought indoors to an environment
free of the constraints weather and time imposed upon
stargazers.

Chicago. This move was countered
Samuel Fels of
Fels
Mark II planetarium to the new Franklin Institute
was opened in early 1934. It was the
of
planetarium on a staff member that
development of a new model star
founding of the first American 1-' ........."'.'......
turer, now known as
Inc.
rW''''CO'n1"£l'rI

The

The projection planetarium was the Mark I, the
invention of Dr. Walther Bauerfeld (1879-1959) of the
Zeiss Optical Company. Under his guidance, improvements were made in the design of the original single
starball projector.
The Zeiss Mark II
featured two hemispheres, one for the
northern sky stars and
one for the southern.
The mechanical planet cage was then
placed at the center of
the two-hemisphere
dumbbell planetarium
instrument. Projectors
for the meridian,
celestial equator, and
ecliptic were added.
With the Mark II, an
audience could view
the entire sky from
anywhere on earth.
The first Zeiss planetarium came to the
United States in 1930
when philanthropist
Max Adler donated a
II to the
of

Ford of

Armand
was Director of Education at
Planetarium of the Franklin Institute in the
when he decided the

rr'he Space 'Voyager can
accurate and rea[istic
the stars and sofar system
an observer anywhere
astronomica[ units from
can pres en t the s I(y as seen
position on the surface
or any position on the
body in the so[ar system.
present the motion of
moon, sun, and pfanets as
be seen from any p[anet
sate[[ite as the body rotates on
a~, revo[ves around the sun, or
the observer moves about the surface
of the bOdy. r.But this is not a[[.

a realistic illubut in 1947 500
Model As could
n1"n.rl111"'"

as a
ment. The

Zeiss
A was

Fig. 1: Space voyager astronomical projection system recreates the universe at the
76-foot diameter Omniplanetarium, Singapore Science Centre.
more complex optical-lens models that eventually
achieved a realistic view of the night sky. In the process, Armand Spitz's company became one of the
world's six leading designers and manufacturers of
astronomical simulation systems and projection domes.
Computers instead of clockwork
In 1973, the company was challenged to design a system that could show the sky as seen not only on earth,
but from any point in our solar system, and traditional
planetarium technology could not achieve this.

demonstrate the annual motion of the planets against
the starfield as seen from earth, but there was no way
such a system could offer its audiences anything but an
earthly point of view.
The solution to the problem was found in computer control. Planet images were derived from discrete projectors having no mechanical coupling to the star projector, and the motions of all the projectors were to be tied
together electronically. This approach allowed not
only the simulation of space travel, but also the projection of almost any hypothetical orbital system. Any

From the inception of the Zeiss Mark I, the principle
behind planetarium designs had remained constant. A
star projector, or pair of projectors, was attached to a
clockwork planet projection mechanism. The planet
projectors were driven in fixed motion patterns by gear
systems called analogs. This allowed the operator to
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relationship between celestial bodies that could be
calculated by the computer could now be projected on
the dome. The speed and versatility of the computer
system also provided fully automated control of a vast
array of special-effects projectors.

by Spitz. The next tilted-dome Space
begin operation at Eastern Kentucky
Fall, 1988.

The new system, called the Space Transit Simulator
(STS) was installed in 1973 at the Rueben H. Fleet
Space Theater in San Diego. Over the following decade, computer and servo-control technology advanced
dramatically. Spitz, Inc. utilized the new technology
in 1986 with the installation of the first newgeneration system, called the "Space Voyager," at the
Cite des Sciences et de l'Industrie Museum in Paris,
France. The first tilted-dome Space Voyager system
opened in December, 1987, at the Omni-Theatre of the
Singapore Science Centre [Fig. 1]. The inaugural planetarium program, "Oasis in Space," was also produced

The Space Voyager utilizes a system of three cmnnuters to perform the astronomical simulation, with a
fourth computer operating in parallel to control
lighting, special effects, slide projectors, and sound
levels. The modular computer arrangement relJlalces
large number of discrete-component circuits used in the
older STS, resulting in greater
and ease
service.

I

The Space Voyager

The astronomical simulation
a Data
General Nova 4X, an Inter 380, and a IBM PC-XT. The
the cmnplex . . . "' ........,,,,
Data General machine

Fig. 2: By using a mouse, keyboard, joystick, and knobs, a Space Voyager operator can record, edit,
and play back astronomical simulations. CRTs provide constant status display of all devices.
1988

tions of
motions and observer
Its software allows the
to create automated prl~se~nt(lti()nS
both without "'....,. ......... . . .
eX1Jerlenlce. The Nova 4X
its calcu80 msec and transmits to the Intel 380 the
lations
starfield and the
of each
relative to
the starfield.
....... ,""' ........ v.

a rer>ealtable
motors are rI ••"/O,..i-hr cOlunJLed
dri ves or indirect mechanical
moon, and nlameji:S

The Intel 380 acc:ep'ts data from the Nova 4X to~~etI1er
the starball axes -£>.,,-.4-h7
the Nova 4X through
arrlpl:LtH:~rs. Before
axes, the data
sent by the Nova 4X is run through an offset calculation to correct for the fact that the planet projectors are
not located in the center of the dome. A subsequent
matrix calculation determines the projectors' correct
orientations based on feedback from the star projector.
,-4 ••

The IBM PC-XT monitors the status of an activities of
the Intel 380 through a shared memory link. Pertinent
data is made available to the
on a color
graphics monitor; modifications or changes to the diswith a mouse.
played data are

The
or sun prc)ie(:tlon ~."rc:.hprn
jection
is a two-axis device driven
encoders mounted on
tors and monitored
The incandescent illumination source also has
ble
The
the sun
ously variable between 0.5
solar
and 1.5 ae~!J'e(~s

stars
To project the cmnplex im,ag€$
the com"
.
"y,,,,,,...,,
...
utilizes
hardware
the
Inc. The basic

eXiJanlSiOln of the basic
can be tailored to

"""",4-10'''''''

back.
The

source consists of dual
to r....,""'<Y.,rla
source
Overall brigh.tn€~ss is controlled
one in each
that work
stars include all stars
than

between the sun and the earth). It can present the sky
as seen from any position on the surface of the earth, or
any position on the surface of any body in the solar system. It can also present the motion of the stars, moon,
sun, and planets as they would be seen from any planet
or natural satellite as the body rotates on its axis,
revolves around the sun, or as the observer moves about
the surface of the body. But this is not all.
The operator has complete freedom of orientation
with views not limited to the natural bodies of the
solar system. The Space Voyager permits the operator
to generate artificial satellites, operator defined bodies, or to modify the paths of the natural bodies by console inputs. The system can even simulate interplanetary flight. It can move the audience through an orbit
at any angle of inclination about the sun, or through

the orbit of any planet or setellite in the solar (1:UCltAl'n
The simulations then may be recorded, edited and
played back via computer control. Shows may be
sented exactly as developed or shown with
real-time operator modifications.
Show playback may be synchronized to a sound track
using the 24-, 25-, or 30-frame/sec Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) standard
time codes. Show playback may also be .....""·.. f-n, ........,.a.f'i
from an internal clock and started, stopped, or PalJ.sed
as desired by the operator. Pre-programmed shows
may be played back in segments using random access
time features. The wide variety of playback
allows the Space Voyager to be used as a sophisticated
theatrical system, as well as an effective interactive
teaching environment.

Fig. 3: The Space Voyager starball uses a sophisticated optical design with over
10,000 lenses to reproduce the sky.
20
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Beyond planetariums

The theatrical aspect of the Space Voyager is further
enhanced by its physical construction. Unlike traditional mechanical planetariums, the Space Voyager is
designed to maintain a very low profile in the room,
permitting virtually no obstruction of audience sight
lines. Panoramas and wide-angle motion picture projectors may be combined with the astronomical projectors
with no occlusions for any of the images.

There are other applications for this kind of
technology. Spitz designs and manufactures pr()je<:tlo1n
domes ranging in the diameter from 10 to 100 ft.
are used in theme parks and commercial
well as in planetariums. They are also used by the
ospace industry and the military as prC)1e(:tlOn SlllnaCE~S
used for pilot training.

A dramatic architectural improvement to planetariums was initiated by Spitz when the first STS was
developed. The system was designed to operate in a
dome with the horizon line tilted up to 30°. This
placed the audience inside the projection, as opposed
to horizontal "flat dome" theaters in which the audience looks up at the projection dome. In the new "tilted
dome" theaters the entire audience faces one direction
allowing show producers to design effects for a primary
viewing area. The new architectural concept, together
with the new unified control system, has come to be
known as the "Space Theater." These theaters have
attracted audiences worldwide.

L

R

Annand Spitz's dream has been
to Inc lUCie
wide variety of simulated environments, and i"Ol'hlrll4.,._
logical developments continually expand the pm;SliJ'l1
ities for the "greatest single
instrument
invented."

Reprinted with permission
the Official Monthly Publication
Information Display, published
stitute for Research Services, Inc., 201 Vanck
New York, New York 10014.
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Now you can bring solar observations
indoors-easily, reliably and costeffectively-with the TRAX Model 35
SunCapsule T.M. heliostat.

During inclement
when no
solar observations are pOSSible, the
SunCapsule automatically shuts down
until the sun emerges again.

The fully automatic, computer controlled
SunCapsule reliably tracks the
sun-dawn to dusk, horizon to horizon,
year in and year out-while you remain
indoors. Its stationary solar beam
enables you to conduct experiments
involving various solar phenomena and
to present such visual displays as:

The SunCapsule is available with a
status monitor
displays
latitude, longitude, solar position, and
weather conditions.

• solar prominences,
• solar hydrogen alpha,
white light, and
spectral projection.

41)
41)
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For more information on the easy-to-use
SunCapsule heliostat or other precision
instruments, please call or write:
TRAX Instrument
Corporation
10100 Cochiti Road S.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87123
Telephone: (505) 292-3366
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JHE

TheWinnin
Syste
III"I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!! !!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!~: IIIii
All systems are low-voltage DC controlled for
safety, reliability and flexibility. All systems offer
simple "plug it in" hookup. All systems are
expandable in easy increments .............. enjoy!

l'
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Xp·2B X-V slewing mirror only $395.00
Full DC serv0-6"x7" mirror-complete with joystick-operated
controller-variable speed-smooth operation.

ZC.. 15 15.. 1 zoom system for Ektagraphlc only $850.00
Variable-speed--fast, precision optics--complete with
controller--easy installation (ZC-15S servo version only $1195.00).

ScreenMaster • the complete control system from $3995.00
Automated and manual control of up to 32 Ektagraphics and 112 special effects-Computer-controlled and
tape-synchronized-fast, ~ programming.

MlcroStar II automated dimming system from $1995.00
Up to 96 channels of programmable-speed and level dimming for special-effects, room lighting, star projector
lamps and servo flJnctions.

DORK III .. Sophisticated special-effects control from $7,000.00
The elegant and powerful system from BCC--42 control channels per unit--easily expandable-time-code
tape synchronization-manual controls available.
DP-serles manual control consoles from $295.00
Reliable, simple control from 8 to 96 channels-Ektagraphics or special effects-slide faders, lED indicators,
and mini-toggles-self-contained units or rack-mount panels.

Controller-series projector control modules from $140.00
Dual, triple or quad Ektagraphic or effects control modules-self contained-control power-switching, dimming,
motors, advance and reverse-clean, compact design.
JHE also offers for the "do-it-yourself" planetarian a complete line of boards, modules and kits to
build incredibly large and sophisticated systems for incredibly small amounts of money. A
full-function single-channel Ektagraphic controller can be built for less than $40.00! Imagine having
manual and automated control over 8 Ektagraphics and 16 special effects for less than $2,000.00!

JHE Is also pleased to offer the following Items for the discriminating planetarlan:
JBl, Elect rovo ice , Cerwin Vega and BES speakers
Tascam and Otari tape decks
asc, Peavey and Carver amplifiers

Chief projector stackers
Panasonic and Sony video products
Many other professional lines

Stop by and see us at IPS in Richmond and for all your planetarium systems needs contact:

Joe Hopkins Engineering
Box 14278
Bradenton,FL 34280

A Martian Calend r
Thomas Gangale
351 Palos Verdes Blvd., Apt. 18
Redondo Beach, California 90277
Copyright ©1988, Thomas Gangale

In the next century, when people begin colonizing
Mars, they will leave behind the familiar 24-hour
day and 365-day year, and they will need a new chronometric system for their new world. This article outlines my proposed Martian calendar.
A calendar is basic to a world. Astronomers defined
earth's calendar long ago, and they will soon need to
define one for Mars. It seems very appropriate for
planetarians who talk about Mars during its upcoming
close opposition to talk about a Martian calendar and
how it compares with and differs from ours.
In my proposed system, all even-numbered years are
668 days except for those divisible by ten and the year
which begins the Martian Era, the year 0 M.E. All
other years are 669 days, so that in ten calendar years
there are 6,686 days. In ten Martian Solar years there
are 6,685.990 Martian Solar days, the difference thus
being 0.010 days. A further correction is therefore
needed every 1,000 years, and so every year divisible
by 1,000 is 668 days instead of 669.
The orbital periods of Phobos and Deimos are of course
quite useless as far as a calendar is concerned. However, the month that is based on the orbit of the moon
around earth is so very useful and familiar a unit of
time, and it can be quite easily tailored to the new system. Admittedly, the Martian month will be an artificial rather than natural division of time, but this is
also true in Terrestrial Solar calendars, where months
have nothing at all to do with the phases of the moon.
In my proposed calendar for Mars, years of 669 days
consist of 21 months of 28 days and three months of 27
days. Years of 668 days contain 20 months of 28 days
and four months of 27 days. In all years the short
months are the 6th, 12th, and 18th, and in 668-day
years the 24th month is also short. The variable day is
therefore the last day of the year. It can immediately
be seen that such an arrangement is as symmetrical as
possible in that the 668-day year divides into exactly
equal quarters of 167 days.

zodiac naturally came to mind. There are of course
twelve such constellations, however, so two names
must be used for each one. In the proposed
twelve of the months bear the commonly used Latin
names of the zodiacal constellations. The relnaining
twelve months bear ancient Hindi and Sanskrit names
of the same constellations, and each appears in the
calendar following its Latin counterpart.
II...QA'I;;Aalu'aA

In modern times we always think of Mars as the
planet named for the Roman god of war.
before the Roman state and its religion became heavily militarized, Mars was the god of vegetation and
fertility in early Roman religion, and his festivals
nified the return of life to the land. The
Roman calendar began with the vernal emllnox.
the first month of the year (now the
which we call March) was named for Mars, the
The
vider and protector of the Roman
I propose for the Martian colonies
bolize the beginning of life on the
Mars, and so the vernal
ning of the Martian year.
dar year at midnight on the
of
vernal eQlllnox,
it would correspond to the beginning of the ''''''''Y'T.,.,.,.
astronomical year to within a few hours. The TU"t:'Q.lPl",t
position of the Martian vernal equinox is on
western edge of the constella..tion of Sagittarius. The
month of the Martian calendar year is
named Sagittarius, and the rest follow in their an"II"II1"I"'_
priate order as listed in Table 1.
'-U-Ao;;;Jll.""QJl
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Still another convenient and familiar unit of time can
be
from earth to Mars: the
week. In
a
minor adjustment, the .'''''n''''''...'_....
fact,
week can be
to work even better on Mars than on
Earth, for
there are exactly four such
in a 28-day month.

On the question of naming the 24 Martian months, the
idea of using the names of the constellations of the

23

Now since Martian days are longer than Terrestrial
days, it follows that a seven-day Martian week is
longer than its Earthly counterpart. For this reason
weeks on Mars will rarely and only briefly match up
with weeks on Earth, and it will create confusion if on
Mars the names of the days of the week remain the
same as on Earth; Monday on Mars might be Tuesday on
Terra. In order to avoid this problem the Latin names
of the
of the week are prescribed as a starting
Dies Solis, Dies Lunae, Dies
Dies MercuDies
Dies Veneris, and Dies Saturni. Two
substitutions are recommended, however, since the
names of the
of the week were originally taken
from the
in the Solar
that could be seen
the
fron the
of Earth. First of
Cminj2~ea to Dies
Ph,--."", ...",, 1"""'1I"~",.; ..... 1"7

following month, is Dies Solis. This will
most only once every six months, so this
infrequent deviation from the traditional
week should still satisfy the chronometric
Martian civilization.

.I..ULJL" ........

What Martian year should be chosen to
calendar? There is no real need to
dates

as
has a much more
more distant
,.."'~
to
...... rrQrt

human
The 24 Martian Months

Table

Number

Number

1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1.

~

Sagittarius
Dhanasu
Capricornus
Makara
Aquarius
Kumbaba
Pisces
Mina
Aries
Mesha
Taurus
Vrisha

28
28
28
28
28
27
28
28
28
28
28
27

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

~

Qf. 12a,¥..:2.

Gemini
Mithuna
Cancer
Karkata
Leo
Asleha
Virgo
Kanya
Libra
Tula
Scorpius
Ali
27

28
28
28
28
28
27
28
28
28
28
28
or 28

on Dies Solis so that regardless of
day of the week can only occur on
for
Dies Jovis will
be either the 5th,
or 26th of any
No one on Mars will ever have to
to consider, "Now let me see, the 14th of next month is Dies
isn't it?" It could not
be
else. This has the
sloppiness we on earth have
Gregorian calendar.
r"'AYnT,nfl"
arrangement
requires that all 27-day months end on Dies Veneris,
and that the following Dies Saturni be skipped over,
resulting in only a six-day week in this special case.
The last week of a short month therefore ends on Dies
Veneris, and the next day, being the first day of the
24

A.D.; on Mars the date was

such. A robot on Mars, or even " .... ,rn"''''<o
mission, has no need for a
nor
an human cultures on earth do.
ment of a permanent human settlement on
preliminary chronometric
will need to be
plemented by a human-oriented calendar of

weeks, months, and years. While it
might otherwise be judged premature and
inappropriate to implement the Martian
calendar during these precursor missions
to Mars, this earliest possible use of the
Martian calendar can symbolize the
human commitment to establishing that
future Martian society. The immediate
promulgation of the Martian calendar
would make our intentions toward Mars
unmistakable: that we mean to take that
world for our own.
The Terrestrial version of the Martian
calendar must be a dual- calibrated publication. It must relate the local date and
time at the posi tion of the Martian surface vehicle to the local date and time at
the mission control complex on Earth. It
must also express Martian Solar days as a
numerical sequence beginning with the
day of the landing of the vehicle, as was
done during the Viking program.
Figure 2 is an example of such a calendar
for the month of Taurus 0 M.E. It
expresses information pertinent to the
Viking 1 mission in the format of the
Martian calendar. For each Martian Solar
Fig.
day, local mean Martian midnight is
expressed in terms of local Terrestrial date
and time at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California. Note that in Figure 2 that periodically two Terrestrial days are squeezed together on the calendar as
a Martian midnight occurring late in the evening of one
earth day is followed by the next Martian midnight
happening early in the morning two Terrestrial days
later. This results in a shifting to the left of the columns of Terrestrial days of the week. The number of
sols elapsed from the date of the landing of the Viking
1 spacecraft appear in the upper left corner of each
Martian date frame.
If the Martian system is officially adopted someday,
chronometers will of course be produced that will
express time in the format of the new system. One can
easily envision that some digital watches of the future
will display either Terrestrial time or Martian time
with the touch of a button, for a semiconductor chip (or
its successor techno-logy) can mark the passage of time
in Martian seconds, minutes, et cetera, as easily as in
their Terrestrial counterparts; the units of the two
chronometric systems are equally arbitrary to such a
device. Until such chronometers are developed and
widely distributed, however, there must exist an
interim method of automatically relating time on the
two worlds. For the proposed system to be put into
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1: The Orbits and Seasons of Earth and Mars
actual practice, the means must be at hand to
perform the fonowing functions:

rmlt1ln.elV

a) to generate hard-copy printouts and fun color screen
displays of Earth-calibrated Martian ........................ ..
b) to convert from the local date and time
one planet to the date and time at any
other planet;

~n"r... 'ho~·o

c) to calculate forward or backward in time in terms of
days, hours, minutes, and seconds, either Terrestrial or
Martian;
d) to convert an interval of time expressed in
of one system to those of the other;

unit~

e) to calculate the interval of time between two sets of
date and time, either Terrestrial or Martian.
It is for the purpose of satisfying these needs that I
have developed Marsoft Version A, a micr()Cc.m1Duter
program. Unlike the Levitt- Mentzer Mars
nearly forty years ago, which was a one of a kind
of hardware, Marsoft-A, being a software pa~::Kage,
be proliferated. Martian time is now
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nearly anyone on Earth. Marsoft-A is intended as a
serious chronometric tool for space scientists of the
present as well as for permanent human settlements on
Mars in the future. Marsoft Version B, a modification
of the basic software package, is designed to function
as two distinct planetarium exhibits. Few things are
more taken for granted during the course of a workday
than the act
glancing at a watch or of referring to a
calendar. These artifacts are
in our culthese munture, and
dane instruments are to the
of a
field of endeavor

Guide To
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1977.

Robert
1954.
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Basking In The Moon'
ha
A Personal Accou t
John Hare
Bishop Planetarium
Bradenton, Florida

It's March 28 and I'm at 30,000 feet somewhere
between Hong Kong and Tokyo. For the past two and a
half weeks I've been part of an Astronomical Adventure that will remain as one of my fondest memories. It
all began over two months ago. I received a call from
Dave Menke of the Buehler Planetarium in Fort Lauderdale asking if I could possibly accompany him and
others as part of the Astronomy Staff on an ocean cruise
to view the total Solar Eclipse in Southeast Asia.
When learning of the details and the fact that it was
only two months away and would entail being gone for
nearly three weeks, I figured it would be out of the
question to consider. Two days later, after talking with
my wife, my staff, and my Board of Directors, I called
Dave and discovered to my delight that the offer still
stood.
What followed was two months of planning, preparation, and anticipation. On March 9, I departed Tampa,
arriving some 28 hours and 12 time zones later in Bangkok, Thailand. There I rendezvoused with the rest of
the Astronomy Staff consisting of Dave as Leader /
Coordinator, Carrie Flatley of the Copernican Space
Science Center in New Britain, Connecticut, and Suzy
Gurton of the Griffith Observatory. We boarded the
M.S. Ocean Pearl, of Pearl Cruises, on March 12 and
headed south. The eclipse was only six days away, but
just like young children waiting for Christmas, it
seemed like a month.
Each night the Southern Cross loomed higher as we
made our way to where we were to view the eclipse.
By the second night, Polaris had become so low to the
horizon that it was no longer possible to see. A strange
and interesting sky presented itself to the south,
Gemini and Leo appeared high to the north, and Scorpius rose as it does when somebody offsets latitude to
an unfamiliar setting. The nights remained encouragingly clear, but daytime conditions were quite variable. The meteorological data suggested that we could
expect around 40% cloud cover. This was based on contour lines drawn from averages at widespread locations so it was really anybody's guess. A dry run with
equipment one day prior to the eclipse was cause for
more apprehension as we had over 40% cloud cover
28

with the sun obscured at the time totality was to occur.
A further concern was how the passengers might react
if we were clouded out.
The Ocean Pearl was one of at least four cruise
sailing to the path of totality. Three,
to
QE2, were to view the eclipse from the Celebes
the southwest of the Philippines. We were going to
view it from an anchorage near Karimata Island about
50 miles to the west of Borneo. The various cruises had
been advertised as Eclipse Cruises for up to a year in
advance. Executives at Ocean Cruise Lines, parent company of Pearl Cruises, made the commitment October I,
1987 when they were informed by Menke that the timing and location of the eclipse would coincide closely
with their "Great Cities of Asia" itinerary. Ocean
Cruise Lines, through the efforts of Dave
agreed to offer a comprehensive astronomy experience
by furnishing an Astronomy Staff of four who would
give lectures, conduct observing sessions, assist with
the eclipse observing, and interact with the passengers
on an ongoing basis. Many passengers booked the cruise
with the primary purpose of viewing the eclipse and
were pleased to learn of the additional activities. In
fact, on the last leg of the flight to Bangkok, I encountered a couple who, upon discovering my involvement
with the eclipse, told me how they were relieved to
find space on the Ocean Pearl. [They booked several
months beforehand and were unable to find space on
any of the other cruises.] They hadn't realized that
there would be other astronomy activities and were
almost ecstatic when I told them of the plans. Some of
the passengers were serious amateur astronomers and
many others had experienced one or more total eclipses. Another professional was on board too, but was not
involved directly with the staff Dave Menke had
assembled. Ron Oriti, astronomy instructor and planetarium director at Santa Rosa Junior College (California), was aboard, accompanied by his wife, Barbara,
and a group of his astronomy students. Ron would prove
to be of tremendous assistance over the coming days. On
the other hand, as the eclipse day neared and we had
opportunities to interact with the passengers, we
learned of the extreme displeasure of a very small and
vocal minority. The cruise itinerary had been altered
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slightly for the eclipse and consequently the ship
would not visit Brunei as it originally would have.
Passengers argued that this point was not brought out
clearly in the cruise literature, which may have led to
their misunderstanding. Their anger manifested itself
through direct and indirect remarks intended to make
us, the other passengers, and the crew aware of their
feelings. This situation however, was more than offset
by the positive feedback we received from passengers
and crew who were getting caught up in the excitement
that was building as eclipse day neared.
We gave lectures on Solar Eclipses, How to Observe
and Photograph the Solar Eclipse, The Sun's Family
(a talk on the Solar System), Seasons (the vernal equinox fell in the" middle of the cruise), and Chinese
Astronomy (the ship would visit two ports in China).
The two nighttime observing sessions were well
attended as were impromptu observing sessions and
hundreds of questions were asked in planned and
unplanned situations by crew and passengers alike.
On eclipse day, the alarm awakened us as dawn broke
to a calm sea off Karimata Island. We retrieved equipment which had been left on the bridge overnight so as
to acclimate to the humid outdoor conditions, and
made our way to the uppermost level of the ship-an
area above the bridge normally restricted to passenger
access. As the sun rose we could see some distant cumulus clouds, probably over Borneo, and some very thin
high cirrus. If it would/ could only hold for two hours!
By now the ship was alive with passengers and crew
busily setting up equipment and taking advantage of
the breakfast service furnished on deck by the ship's
staff. Mylar solar filters had been given to the crew in
a final briefing the night before and were now being
distributed by them to the passengers. We learned
later that some passengers sat inside and adamantly
refused the offer of the filters to underscore their displeasure over missing Brunei!??? They deliberately
missed the eclipse!
First contact occurred close to our calculated time of
7:30 a.m., and the event we had an so eagerly awaited
had begun. The weather continued to hold as the moon
crept slowly across the sun's disc. A noticeable darkening occurred to the west as totality drew near. We
instructed the observers to remove their camera filter
at 8:30 a.m. and reminded them not to directly observe
until the moment of totality. Shadow bands were not
evident, but the shadow itself, appearing dark and
unfocused, could be seen quickly approaching. The diamond ring occurred precisely on schedule at 8:32 a.m.,
and then we were immersed totally in the moon's
shadow. For the past week, and up to the very moment,
I had directed my time and efforts to my responsibili-
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ties of the various activities. The next two
minutes were to be all mine. A quick look for
Mars, and any bright stars proved fruitless as ambient
light conditions remained relatively bright.
horizon twilight was quite spectacular with the distant
cumulus clouds accentuating the effect, but the star
the show was hovering 25 degrees above the eastern
horizon. The video camera that had accompanied me
was dutifully capturing the event while I tried to
my photography to include the necessary
exposures and keep in mind the need to document the
end of totality. Two large prominences were visible to
the upper left and lower right while others of lesser
magnitude shown in that eerie pinkish color that
seems so unreal. The corona, against a lighter than
usual sky, seemed smaller and less imposing than I
remembered it from Manitoba in 1979. In what seemed
like a minute or less, suddenly there was a bril~ht:enilng
of the western limb and the diamond ring ao"oe,ued
briefly. Then just as quickly, it was over.
replay of the video showed that we had ""..,.......,.,.~.".a~.. r>".,'"
just over two and a half minutes of totality.
final
hour was filled with post totality interviews, much
conviviality, and an occasional glance as the moon
exposed more and more of the sun. One final look
through Mylar filtered binoculars signaled the end of
the eclipse for us and I almost immediately
thinking forward to Finland in 1990 and Mexico in
1991.
The follow-up interviews were the icing on the
The reactions ranged from "it was
to
was almost as good as sex." Many passengers
viously had only a casual interest in ast:rOlI10]tnv
now hooked. Some wanted to accompany us on
eclipse sojourns while others were looking
to
dusting off that old telescope or binoculars. Photographs of the eclipse taken by the ship's photographers sold out as quickly as they were displayed, as
were several subsequent batches of prints. Eclipse and
astronomy discussion continued to be a focus of conversation for the remainder of the cruise. I found this
somewhat surprising considering the exotic
eclipse competition-Borneo, the Philippines, mainland China, and Hong Kong.
From a personal perspective, we had experienced and
realized a number of dreams and goals. Here were
planetarians removed from our usual environment and
halfway around our planet, yet doing what we do
best-communicating astronomy. This was the
mate Planetarium Show--one where we had a (1)r)ti~'p
audience for a two and a half week production, an
audience thirsting for what we had to offer, and culminating with nature's most spectacular special
0
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The Universe at Your Fingertips

R source Orga i atio s f

I

Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
390 Ashton Ave.
San Francisco, California 94112 (*)

There are many educational organizations in North
America that can help planetarians in their own work
and with inquiries they receive from the public. Here
is a list of some of the most useful groups with a brief
discussion of their activities. (Note that I have not
listed organizations that are exclusively devoted to
scientific research; nor have I included IPS and its
branches, presuming that if you are reading The Planetarian, you probably know about them.)

American Association of Variable Star Observers, 25
Birch St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. A venerable, international group of amateurs devoted to
serious and systematic variable star work.
American Association of Physics Teachers, Business
Office, 5112 Berwyn Rd., College Park, Maryland
20740. Has catalog of slides and films strips with a
few about astronomy; publishes several journals and
sponsors conferences; has a committee on astronomy
education.
American Astronomical Society, Education Office, c/o
Charles Tolbert, University of Virginia, P.O. Box
3818, University Station, Charlottesville, Virginia
22903. Has excellent brochure on astronomy as a
career, organizes workshops for local teachers at
AAS meetings, coordinates the Shapley lecture series (through which professional astronomers give
talks at small colleges) and helps with a number of
other education projects.
Astronomical League, c/o Merry Wooten, Executive
Secretary, 6235 Omie Circle, Pensacola, Florida
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32504. National umbrella group of amateur astronomy clubs. Publishes a newsletter called The
Reflector, holds national and re~~lUHd!
works to promote consumer interests in amateur
astronomy.
Astronomical Society of the
San Francisco, California 94112. Has a full
of slides, software,
teaching or learning astronomy; sponsors conferences
and workshops for
magazine, a series of astronomy information
ets, and The Universe in the Classroom (a newsletter for teachers); has an
news
works with the media to improve science
(Despite its name, the ASP is a national
national organization.)
Association of Lunar and
Westfall, P.O. Box 16131, San
California
94116. A national group of amateurs devoted to
solar system observations; publishes The Strolling
Astronomer and a number of observing guides; generally holds its meetings with other groups.
Astro-Media, c/o Kalmbach
St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.
Astronand Telescope
omy, Odyssey, Deep
magazines and sells
slides, and nh'Cpr"U1T1oaids by mail.
Committee for the Scientific
of Claims of
the Paranormal (CSICOP), Box 229, Central Park
Station, Buffalo, New York 14215. Publishes The
Skeptical Inquirer magazine; superb source for
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debunking the "pseudo-sciences" such as astrology,
UFOs, ancient astronauts, the "face" on Mars, etc.
Canadian Astronomical Society, c/o Chris Aikman,
Secretary, Dominion Astrophysical Observatory,
5071 W. Saanich Rd., Victoria, BC V8X 4M6, Canada. A relatively new group for professional astronomers in Canada; has a committee devoted to
astronomy education.
Griffith Observatory, 2800 E. Observatory Rd., Los
Angeles, California 90027. Publishes The Griffith
Observer.

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. New program to
assist the teaching of astronomy at the secon~C1a:ry
level. Is producing a variety of interesting and unusual curriculum materials.
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, 136 Dupont
Toronto, ON M5R IV2 Canada. An organization
amateur and professional astronomers, the
operates through a number of local centers in Canada. They publish the Journal of the RAse and a
newsletter, hold annual meetings, and issue the
widely respected RASe Handbook.

Hansen Planetarium, Publications Dept., 1098 South
200 West, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101. Has full catalog of slides, posters, gift items in astronomy.

Sky Publishing, 49 Bay State Rd., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02238. Publishes Sky & Telescope, and has
a catalog of astronomy lab materials, photographs,
atlases and other observing aids. Offers a recorded
astronomy hotline.

International Amateur-Professional Photoelectric
Photometry Group (IAPPP), c/o Robert Reisenweber, Rolling Hills Observatory, 3621 Ridge Parkway, Erie, Pennsylvania 16510. An organization
devoted to encouraging amateur astronomers to
making photometric observations of professional
quality. Publishes a modest journal and a number of
useful observing books; holds meetings.

Western Amateur Astronomers, c/o Margaret Matlack,
Secretary, 13617 E. Bailey St., Whittier, California 90601. An umbrella group of amateur astronomy
clubs in the western US. Holds an annual mE!etlng
and the Riverside Telescope Makers Workshop
publishes an occasional newsletter.

McDonald Observatory, RLM 15.308, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. Produces the Stardate
radio program and a newsletter with the same
name.
National Science Teachers' Association, 1742 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20009. Has a number of journals and newsletters, conferences, and
other publications for science teachers. NSTA has a
number of subgroups, including the Association of
Astronomy Educators, which organizes sessions at
NSTA meetings.
National Space Society, 922 Pennsylvania Ave. SE,
Washington, DC 20003. The result of the merger of
the L-5 Society and the National Space Institute,
this new group advocates manned space exploration, publishes a magazine and newsletter, and has
just issued its first catalog of space related materials.
The Planetary Society, 65 N. Catalina Avenue, Pasadena, California 91106. Sponsors research in, educates the public about, and lobbies for more planetary exploration and the search for extraterrestrial
life; publishes The Planetary Report which
includes a catalog of slides, books, videos, gift
items, etc.
Project Star, Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden St.,
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(*) Late News Flash: The A.S.P. has a new address as
of April IS, 1988. If you have the Society on
rolodex or mailing list, could we ask you to change the
address. More on the positive implications of the move
on the A.S.P.'s educational programs and services
future column.
Q

On Overturning . . . . . . '............ Scientific
liThe objection that they are not crazy enough applies
to all the attempts which have so far ben launched at
a radically new theory of elementary particles. It
applies essentially to crackpots. Most of the crackpot
papers which are submitted to The Physical Review
are rejected, not because it is impossible to understand
them, but because it is possible. Those which are
impossible to understand are usually published. When
the great innovation appears, it will almost .,...""...,.",.,...
be in a muddled, incomplete, and confusing form. To
discoverer himself it will be only half-understood; to
everyone else it will be a mystery. For any speculation
which does not at first glance look crazy, there is no
hope."
11<7

-Freeman
Innovation in .... ,.,,,, ..,,,,. .'"
Scientific
September, 1958
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Comput r
Corn r

Keith Johnson
Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada-Reno
Reno, Nevada 89557
CompuServe ID 73260,1674
GEnie ID K.JOHNSON6
There are many computer programs that will draw
the sky and illustrate celestial events. Some of these
are crude, producing stars that look like badlymanufactured bricks. Others produce good -looking
charts, but give you few options about how to present
and print the results.
Henry Mitchell of Chatham, Virginia, has been
using a piece of IBM software that appears to rank
among the Cadillacs of microcomputer planetariums.
It's not for the faint of CPU: you must have a highlevel machine to run it, and it's not cheap (see the
details at the end of his article). But for quality and
flexibility of presentation, "The Visible Universe"
would be hard to beat!

,. ,. ,. ,.,.
Eclipses Revisited: On the Desktop,
On the Dome with l'The Visible Universe"
Reviewed by: Henry H. Mitchell
Planetarium Specialist
Pittsylvania County Schools' Planetarium
Chatham, Virginia 24531
804-432-2761

Several breakthroughs with regard to eclipse data
and illustrations are now available to th~ planetarium
lecturer /program producer via the software package
liThe Visible Universe - Professional Version" fo,r
IBM PC compatibles from Parsec Software.
At the Pittsylvania County (Virginia) Schools'
Planetarium, where liThe Visible Universe" software
has been piloted for integra ted multipurpose astron32

omy calculations/displays for the
past four years, the
is
being used to produce
eclipse charts and graphics for
staff and also in student
as
well as to produce
animated
eclipse displays on the dome
cally impromptu, in
to
demand of the .... "" ... ',-'11
through a mul tisync video
tion of the computer's EGA monitor output.

The EGA monitor output provides 16 eye-pleasing
high-contrast colors, which can be projected as shaded
monochrome (projector cost about $3000) or in color
(projector cost 'about $13,000), photographed off the
monitor screen for projection as slides, or simply screendumped to a printer in black and white (which sacrifices visual excitement, but has obvious benefits for
reproduction and publishing).
Shown here are samples of such screen dumps, for
two different eclipses from the past and future: April
15, 136 BC in Babylon (thoroughly discussed by Dr.
Richard Stephenson in #Historical Eclipses," Scientific American, October 1982); and July 11, 1991, in
Hawaii, Mexico, and Central America.
The illustrations show some of the formats in
which the software can illustrate an eclipse.
do
not, of course, fully demonstrate the color and
available, or the speed of animation available to the
computer operator/planetarium lecturer. An instantaneous eclipse view of a center-line point, or both simultaneously, can be calculated in a second or two, allowing either "real-time" or accelerated animation.
Plotting series of boundaries of total and partial
eclipse areas (umbral and penumbral intersections
with the earth's surface) may take a few minutes, but
can be stored on disk as images and retrieved instantaneously if desired.
"The Visible Universe - Professional Version" is
available from Parsec Software, 1949 Blair Loop Road,
Danville, Virginia 24541 (804-822-1179) to planetariums for public projection at $495 plus shipping and
handling, and to a
user at $295 plus shipping
and handling. Minimum
requirements are an
IBM XT, AT, SYSTEM 2 or true 100% compatible with
512Kb; high performance hard
IBM
EGA card w / 256Kb memory, 640x350, 16 colors; NEe
multi sync monitor or equi valent; and Microsoftcompatible mouse.
A standard student version (fewer features-no
Earth views, for example, and therefore no
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April 13, 136 B.C. eclipse observed in Babylon: (top)
eclipse path center line; (center) stars and planets visible as reported in Babylonian document; (bottom) disks
of sun and moon are left Hunpainted" by the program
operator to show motion of moon in outline form.
The Planetarian, Vol. 17, No.2, June 1988

July 11, 1991 eclipse: (top) umbral and penumbral
sections with earth's surface define areas of partial
and total eclipse; (center) elongation of moon's shadow
is evident just after dawn in Hawaii; (bottom) r1T,"U',rJY
midday eclipse shadow crosses Baja California.
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paths - and lower equipment requirements: IBM PC or
compatible, 384 Kb, 2 diskettes or hard disk, IBM CGA
or EGA display, EGA card w / 256 Kb) is available Jor
$95 plus shipping and handling.

By the way, Mr. Mitchell sent me a slide taken of
his color screen, and it was quite impressive. My
thanks to him for sharing this information with us.KJ

*****
GEnies's SPACEPORT
I have talked in this column about using one's computer to access information through national information networks. I've used CompuServe as an example,
partly because it was one of the earliest, and is one of
the biggest, partly because several IPS members use it,
and partly because I've been on it for several years and
am most familiar with it.
But CIS (CompuServe Information Service; abbreviated by some thrifty individuals as CI$) is far from
the only useful network. The one sponsored by General
Electric, GEnie, has had an astronomy/space section
since April 1986. Recently, Apple Wizard Tom Weishaar provided me with a free signup to GEnie (not as
a personal favor: I'm just a subscriber to his OpenApple bulletin), so I am now K.JOHNSON6 on that
service.
GEnie is the newest little kid on the block. It's not
as big as CIS, and doesn't provide as large a range of
services. But for many of us, being able to make plane
reservations through the Official Airline Guide is less
than totally necessary. GEnie has some of the same
discussion areas (Uroundtables") as CIS, and the software and information offerings in these are becoming
fairly extensive. Most important to those of us on a
tight budget: GEnie only costs $5 an hour evenings and
weekends, at either 300 or 1200 baud.
The astronomy/space roundtable on GEnie is called
SPACEPORT. It's moderated by Bill Dale. The current
list of discussion topics within SPACEPORT is:
General Discussions and Questions
Politics and Activism
Pioneering the Space Frontier
Astronomy and Space Science
News and Events
Space Art, Books and Media
Education and Youth Activities
NASA/Shuttle
News and Info.
34

These are the topics within which you can share
questions and information with other members. If
you're more interested in obtaining software and textual information, the following libraries are available:
Aerospace Technology
Astronomy
NASA and Gov't Organizations
Commercial Space Organizations
Non U.S. Space Organizations
News and Newsletters
Politics and Activism
Programs and Data
Space Science
Miscellaneous
The offerings in these libraries are not bad. I've
only had time to scan briefly through three or four of
the directories, but I've seen several files I want to
download later. There are satellite-tracking
grams, mostly for IBM and Mac. There are articles; one
set of 33 files is a collection of news articles on the
Challenger tragedy (to be honest, this collection first
appeared on CompuServe). There is a monthly "Newsline" article of astronomy and space news.
This last item is stored in ".ARC" format, used to
for
squeeze files down into smaller sizes.
yours truly, that's an IBM-type compacter; the
II and Mac worlds use different compacting schemes. I
seem to remember seeing de-ARCing programs availaone,
ble for Apples, though; if you know where to
please drop me a line. As it stands, I
think
Applers can't read those news files. I hope I'm
There is no special section of SPACEPORT devoted
to planetariums, as there is on CIS. Perhaps if GEnie
users expressed a desire for one, the system would add
it. I'm certainly going to put in my two cents' worth in
that direction. There's no reason not to make planetarianism accessible to anyone with a modem.
At this point in
I'm not aware of
other space/astronomy sections on other national networks such as The Source and Delphi. If you know otherwise, please let me know, and I'll mention them next
time.
And if you're on GEnie, drop me an electronic note. 0

The Very Large Array of radio telescope in New Mexico is sensitive enough to detect a 1-watt CB radio on
Pluto. The data accumulated in one 12-hour observing
run would fill 200 books.
IJln'1I'IPfi7'Ntlrn
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PresidentJs Mess
Von Del Chamberlain
Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Recently I had the great pleasure of sharing in the
celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of the Ralph
Mueller Planetarium at the University of Nebraska in
Lincoln. This occasion reminded me of how fortunate
we are to be engaged in the work of making people
aware of the relevance of the sky in all our lives. It
also reminded me of how recently our profession has
actually come into existence and how much it has
grown in a short time.
Jack Dunn had invited me to speak on the topic,
"When Stars Came Down to Earth." This is the title of
my book on the cosmology of the Skidi Pawnee Indians.
I attempted to introduce the topic by applying the
same title to people engaged in the teaching of astronomy, especially to the use of planetariums to bring
awareness of stars into the lives of people.
In preparing for my part in the Mueller Planetarium
event, I was reminded of many things. At first I was
thinking about how people are often told that we can
never touch a star-we can not take one into the laboratory and study it-astronomy is an observational
science which uses remote sensing tools. In this context,
I thought of the words of Carl Schurz: "Ideals are like
the stars-we never reach them, but like the mariners
on the sea, we chart our course by them."
Then another thought came in the form of a wonderful
Algonquin Indian song:
We are the stars which sing,
We sing with our light;
We are the birds of fire,
We fly over the sky.
Our light is a voice;
We make a road for spirits,
For the spirits to pass over.
Among us are three hunters
Who chase a bear;
There never was a time
When they were not hunting.
We look down on the mountains.
This is the song of the stars.
This verse is a reminder that people have always
been bringing stars down to earth. Every time we look
36

at one, a little bit of star enters us. The stars
sages to us through their light, and we might, ..........,'-'-',... ,
say with the Algonquin Indians that a star's
voice. Different people, in different times
have heard the voices speak to them in the contexts of
their own Ii ves.
Modern science analyses the light (voices) of stars and
we present the information gathered through science.
We inform people about the physical nature of
including the sun. We make them aware that Earth
exists because the chemical elements were built up in
the interiors of stars and that this required vast
amounts of time. We help people value what
see
in the night at a time when it is getting
for
stars to be seen. For many people, our theaters offer
their best views of the sky and the information we
present becomes their perspective of how
fit into
the vast universe. For them, we bring the stars
to
earth. We make it possible for the
which
enters their eyes to
significant mE~SS(lgE!S
their memory. We tune them into the
stars.
As interpreters of the messages
by
we could even say that we are the voices of stars. We
listen, hear, understand and sing the song of the stars.
In our theaters we translate technical scientific information into the languages the crowds understand. We
make things important which people otherwise
tend to see as essentially meaningless. Not only
this have significance in the ways individuals feel
about themselves, it also results in young people choosing careers in the sciences. It leads to public support for
science, and thus to more and improved science. In the
end, it results in the increase of knowledge.
Ideals are like the stars and we bring stars down to
earth and into the minds of people to blend what has
been learned about stars into the framework of "' ...............,""'
ideals. Some of us have been doing this for decades.
Others continue to enter the field and our profession
continues to change. The modem planetarium has been
in existence for nearly 65 years. In the U.S.A., the

(Please see President on page 59)
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By Spitz, Inc., originator of the tilteddome theatre. Supplier of planetariums,
projection domes, lighting and multimedia systems since 1945.

III.

Membership

1. Term of Membership: Membership shall be on a
calendar year basis. (Members have the option of
enrolling for one or two years.)

2. Classes of Membership: (By-Laws Article III, Section 1)
A. Member (note: Includes the sub groups of Individual and Institutional Member)
B. Honorary Member

C. Patron
D. Corporate Member
3. Dues and Fees
A. Individual Members: $34.00 (US), for one year
membership (since 1984) and $62.00 (US) for two year
membership (since 1987).
B. Institutional Membership: $125.00 (US) (since
1985) for the first year and $50.00 yearly renewal
thereafter.

C. Library Subscriptions: IPS offers library subscriptions to the Planetarian for $24.00 (US) per year.
D. Air Postage Supplement: For publications
mailed outside the country of origin, there is an additional air postage supplement. Currently, for publications produced in the United States, there is a fee of
$5.00 (US) for Europe, and $8.00 (US) for other countries outside of North America (This fee helps to subsidize the cost for IPS mailings to be sent via Air Mail).
E. Payment must be made in U.s. dollars; for nonU.S. members, international money orders are preferred. IPS cannot accept checks drawn on non-U.S.
banks, sight drafts, or other currencies, etc., unless by
special arrangement with the Treasurer.
F. An organization or institution donating more
than $500 to IPS during a calendar year, should be
given Corporate membership for that year [an example
of such a donation would be sponsoring a function at a
conference (meal, cocktail party, etc.) or other activity
as designated by Council].
4. Privileges of Membership
A. Voting Privilege-As outlined in the By-Laws
(Article III, Section 4) Members, Honorary Members,
and Patrons shall be entitled to one vote in person, by
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proxy, or by mail as may be appropriate at any
tion pertaining to the Society. (Note: Corporate
bers thus cannot vote.)
B. Member Category:
1. Individual-Members receive a membership
card, a subscription to the quarterly journal The Plane..
tarian, occasional Special Reports, the IPS
and other services as the Society may offer.

2. Institutional-Such members receive all of the
items listed above as well as: a photo-engraved bronze
plaque with yearly renewal tags; the right to
"IPS Institutional Member" on programs, laHho.,.lno<:l,rI
etc.; and can request copies of all available IPS publications (including back issues and special reports), and
an annual membership list, on mailing labels, for
motional purposes.
C. The IPS Mailing List is available to members at
a reduced cost. Institutional Members receive one run of
the list free of charge, with additional runs at a member price.
D. Employees of Institutional members shall be
permitted to attend the IPS Conference at the member
rate.
E. Employees of Corporate members shall be
mitted to attend the IPS Conference at the mE~mlJer
rate.
IV.

Officers

1. Executive Secretary: In addition to the duties
outlined in the By-Laws (Article IV, Section
the
Executive Secretary shall serve as the Meeting Record
Repository, keeping the information provided by conference hosts.
V.

Committees

1. Awards Committee: The Awards Committee
determines and administers the award categories
listed below. For criteria and procedures see Appendix
A.
A. The IPS Service Award
B. The IPS Fellow Award
2. Elections Committee: The Elections Committee
conducts nominations and elections of officers, and any
ballots submitted to the general membership for vote.
For procedures see Appendix B.
3. Ad Hoc Committees
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A. Finance Committee: This committee shall help
determine expenditures (budget) for the coming year
(annually). Executive Officers will propose a dues
structure and committee budgets, based on the information presen ted by the respective commi ttees.
B. Public Program/Script Contest Committee: This
committee shall create and administer a Eugenides
Script Contest (rules appear in Appendix D). The contest shall be funded by the Eugenides Foundation of
Greece.

C. Consumer Affairs/ Astrology Committee: This
committee shall examine issues that relate to consumer
involvement with astronomy and/or the planetarium
field, including areas that may cause mistaken identity with the Society or misinformation to the public.
D. Armand Spitz Fund Committee: This committee shaH maintain a fund and use it to further the
ideas espoused by Armand Spitz.
E. Language Commi ttee: This commi ttee shall
investigate the need and possibility of producing IPS
materials in the following languages: English, French,
Spanish, German, Japanese.
F. Historian: The historian or history committee
shall compile information and materials relating to
the history of the Society.
G Public Relations Committee: This committee
shall develop methods for publicizing and advancing
the purposes of the Society.
H. Planetarium Construction Guidelines Committee: This commi ttee shall maintain a list of job openings and distribute this information as requested to
members.
VI.

The TournaI (The Planetarianl

1. In addition to the duties outlined in the By-Laws
(Article X), the Journal shall:
A. Publish annually a call for nominations for
A wards and a list of past recipients. The A wards committee will provide the necessary information to the
Journal Editor.
B. Address controversial issues relating to the Journal through its Editor, in conjunction with the Chair of
the Publications Committee and Council.

VII.
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The Biennial Conference

1. Guidelines: The International Planetarium .... nf'l£u"
holds its conference once every two years, generally
during the summer, and covering a period of four to six
days. The conference should be arranged to include
interesting speakers and activities; (2) opportunities
for members to talk in formal situations about their
profession; and (3) time for members to interact informally about their ideas and work.
The following Standing Rules are intended to
design a successful IPS conference. IPS Council assumes
adherence to the rules outlined within this document.
If it is necessary to depart from a rule, permission of
the IPS President and/ or Council is required. (NOTE:
For a complete review of the IPS Conference Guidelines
see Appendix C.)
A. Conference Proposal: An invitations for conferences
are to be submitted to the President prior to Council
meetings no later than five years before the proposed
conference, with copies of proposals taken back by
affiliate representatives to their organizations for
input, and final selection of site will be voted on at the
Council meeting at least four years before the conference year. The Conference Proposal consists of the following items:
1. A letter of Invitation from the host institution on
letterhead stationery addressed to the IPS President
and Council. This letter must include a statement proposing the time and place of the conference, and a general statement concerning the advantages of
the conference at this particular location.

2. The body of the Proposal must include
information on why planetarians would
this location appealing: for example: (a) Host Facility
information on the planetarium and surrounding institution as drawings cards; the ability of the host institution to serve a large group in terms of dining, rooming,
meeting, and transportation factors (and their proposed costs); (b) Conference Activities-a general statement concerning normal conference agenda and any
unique or unusual activities which are planned, such
as: special tours, paper sessions, workshops, guest
speakers, optional excursions, special facilities of an
astronomical/planetarium nature which are
and other activities available for family rno.-n-\i'"\o ..
Host Town-specific information on the area in which
the conference is being held: weather, recreation facilities, transportation, basic Chamber of Commerce
data.
ru-" ...... r • . ,
C'·

3. The Closing Statement page summarizes the reasons why, based on the information presented in the
Proposal, this site should be selected as the IPS Conference location.
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B. Conference Requirements

IX.

1. Coordinate all payments for deposits on facilities
and services with the IPS Treasurer.

1. The IPS win exchange publications with the
ident and chief publication officer of or~?;aru.zciti()ns
that have overlapping
with

2. The registration fee must be stated in the first preconference
(at least 6 months prior to the conference).

Organization Relations

2. The International Planetarium Director's
ence is invited to select a
to
Council ME~tJtn~:S
_·u·......
1"I'"I ......'II'..

limitations on reirtsltratlon
a t the time of sUlDml tt],ng

1""'I1"I0"

VV,CII':;).I.IVH;;;

receive news and publllcatlOflS

4. Discuss with the IPS
the needs of the
IPS Council for
well ahead of the conference.
The IPS Council
or
before this
rn1'\i".o1l"t:>1I'\r.t:>

Classroom

Nf""",~~If'ttpf'

5. Conference events may not be scheduled concurrent
with IPS Council mE~etlngs.
M(~etm~;-·;:,ene(lUle

ness

a General Busi-

LV ......... " ... l};

...·... r· .............,1fY intemational1"1'\t:~V1I"'!ilholl'c

IPS address
at least once a year in the said nf'w~,lpttf'f'
It is our
that this contribution
,I"'''"'' •• 1I'''-', .....
wider international distribution.

0 ....

adequate facilities are provided for the mE~etln5;,
that the
amount of time is allotted for
eral
Discuss the business meeting times
the IPS President before the conference agenda is finalized.

.t:>

C. This involvement shall be reviewed
year
D. The IPS Council win
outside
order to continue IPS SU1DDort of this

1I"'\11"(·\10,..t-

7. Conference Hosts must keep records of the conference from the time their
are made. These
records must be
to
for
use
future hosts.

1. Travel
Reimbursement: Affiliate
sentatives and
Officers may submit for 100% reimbursement of their room
for the time Council is
meeting, and
submit for one-third
of their tranS1JOrtatlOn
thirds of their

X.

XII.

sidered an officer.
Selection of Location for Council Meeting: The
location for the non-conference year Council Meeting
shall be made no later than at the preceding conference
year Council Meeting.

(Please see

~p'M'pta1"1J

on
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FORUM
Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118
Periods of peak astronomical activity, such as Voyager encounters, the return of Halley's Comet, meteor
showers and eclipses, provide a special opportunity for
planetarians. It is during these times that we often
reach our largest audience.
The following question was posed to planetarium educators:

In September, as Mars reaches maximum brightness,
MARS WATCH '88 will stir the public's interest
and imagination for the first time, perhaps, since
Halley's Comet. How will your planetarium
respond to the public's need for information and
involvement?
This question was designed to stimulate our reader's
thoughts well before opposition. In or out of print it's
important to share ideas with our colleagues. While
the next issue of FORUM (September 88) will appear
near opposition, I encourage your comments on this
topic for inclusion in that column. Please submit your
views to me by 10 July 1988.

Suppose, through the hard work and dedication of
yourself and your staff, you manage to awaken that
primitive urge we all believe lies deep inside those
people out there-the urge to understand astronomy.
to
Here they come, by the thousands, cash in
look at Mars. You point it out, in your show or at your
star party, and then... slowly .. ,in unison ... they all turn
on you and collectively yell,''YOU GOT US OUT HERE
TO LOOK AT THAT!" The sentiment being, that we
have once again betrayed their trust by getting them
all excited over nothing. As the angry mob ties you to
your star projector and prepares for Warp 9, ask
self this question, "Have we really furthered our
pose by hyping this Mars-thing?"

our

".. we
way to pro1tWte

Keeping this in mind, and the
that it is difficult
it
to tie a person to a Digistar and
should be obvious that we are not going out of our
to promote this event. It will be covered in our ev"'"''''"''"''........
Night Sky show, on our sky information
and in interviews requested by the media. There will
also be observing for museum members
dosest
Mother Nature
approach. But, having been burned
so many times, we find it more
than beneficial to hype this event.
I

Doesn't anyone remember that comet that came
few years ago? What was its name,
Hal
Producer
McDonnell Star Theater
St.
Missouri

* * * * *

*' '" * * *

How many times can we, the planetarium community,
go to the well before it runs dry? How many times can
we cry "wolf" before nobody comes? Do we always
have to put our wallet in front of our responsibility?
I'm referring to getting the public all worked up over
yet another bland astronomical occurrence that will
further degrade their confidence in us, the people upon
whom they have given sacred trust of informing them
of such events.

The Lawrence Han of Science (LHS) win offer a numof the
ber of activities to enhance
since 1971. Some of
closest approach of Mars to
our regular program
will be
to
vide the most current information Po:ssH)le:

The distinction I wish to make is between informing
the public of an astronomical event and "hyping" it.
No one will deny that the brightening of Mars presents
an opportunity to planetariums to break out of their
routine and develop special programs to help explain
the workings behind the phenomenon but, please, temper your excitement.
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1) Holt Planetarium's
n~1I'h~,
gram, "Red Planet
slightly updated and
summer and fall. In
guish Mars from other
tarium sky by observing its an11.U4?,nt
iod of a few weeks.
IAU\'..U.'CJll'-.'C:

They observe Mars as seen +"" ...
photographically and with
illustrated by means of a

·I"\ . .

,..".h

...... ",h-, ...,,,

tor based on an idea from Sheldon Schafer at the Lakeview Center Planetarium in Peoria, Illinois. Each
audience member sketches Mars, incorporating as many
details as possible, seen in the brief "windows of clarity" that occur when atmospheric turbulence is momentarily stilled. In this process, visitors see how some of
the best images of Mars, historically, were obtained by
drawings rather than by photographs.
The possibility of an intelligent civilization on Mars
is considered historically, beginning with Percival
Lowell's drawings of "canals." Audience members
sketch Martian creatures of their own design, adapted
to the conditions on Mars: low gravity, cold temperatures, and very thin air.
Finally, the most recent spacecraft images and findings are reviewed. We heavily use our video projection
system and the Optical Data Corporation's
"Astronomy" laser disc to show images of Mars, its
moons, and the famous "airplane ride around the volcano Olympus Mons" motion picture based on Viking
radar map data.
2) Public stargazing, held every Saturday night,
weather permitting, on the plaza of Lawrence Hall of
Science, is made possible thanks to a dedicated group
of Sidewalk Astronomers headed by Gerard Pardeilhan. People can view Mars through telescopes ranging
in size from 5" to 24" diameter. Volunteers help answer
questions.
3) Classes are available for children during the summer and fall. The 8 hour sessions that touch on Mars
include: "Space Arts" ages 7-9, "Space Settlements"
ages 7-9, "Search for Extraterrestrial Life" ages 9-12,
and "Tools of Astronomy" ages 7-9.
In addition to the above LHS programs, we're planning some special events:
1) A possible "Evening in Celebration of Mars'" at
which lectures and demonstrations will be presented
about Mars. Mars in science fiction will be part of this
event.

2) The annual conference of the Astronomical Association of Northern California will be held at Lawrence
Hall of Science August 27-28, 1988. Featuring talks by
major speakers as well as enthusiastic amateur astronomers, it is sure to include aspects of Mars this year.

In September, Mars will reach perihelion and O'OlooS,Ition, bringing the Red Planet closer to the earth
it
has been since 1971. This unusual astronomical event
creates an excellent opportunity for museums
etariums to excite and inform the public of as1trolt'lOlnlcal events.
The Oregon Museum of Science and Industry's At:]llual.U.
Planetarium will offer several opportunities
public to observe and learn about Mars. Our
planetarium show will feature the Red Planet
will be offered. from October to December and on
ends in September. This show will also be av,waDle
schools and groups on weekday mornings.

Tliis unusual astronomical

gnu",,".,.

creates an e~ce{{ent opportunity
for museums and pfanetariums
ei(Cite and inform tlie pu(;{ic ...
In addition, the Kendall Planetarium will offer free
public star parties featuring Mars. A conection
and local amateur astronomers will be on hand
telescopes and star charts to assist the public.
The Kendall Planetarium staff routinely
out
press releases, give interviews and write articles for
the local paper, radio and television stations,
OMSI publications on special astronomical events.
Mars will, of course, be featured at this time.
OMSI will be featuring a national exhibit next fall on
astronomy called Night Visions. We are fortunate
that the exhibit corresponds so nicely with this close
encounter with Mars.
We look forward to a renewed interest in astronomy
during late summer and fall 1988 due to the excellent
opportunity to observe Mars.
Linda Beardsley-Schoonmaker
Planetarium Educator
Kendall Planetarium/OMSI
Portland, Oregon
.. '" .. '" It

Alan Gould, Assistant Director
Holt Planetarium
Lawrence Hall of Science
Berkeley, California
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At the Buehler Planetarium we plan to "respond to
the public's need for information and involvement"
first and foremost by letting the public back into

building! The Planetarium has been closed for extensive renovation since May of last year. We expect to
reopen in mid-September, just in time for the Mars
opposition, with a Zeiss MIDIS planetarium projector
(the third in the U.S.), a new 40' perforated aluminum
dome by Astro-Tec, SPICE automation for slides and
special effects, and a powerful new sound system with
stereo speakers and subwoofers.
We plan to support MARSWATCH '88 itself in several ways. Our premiere public feature, with script
and soundtrack by Loch Ness Productions, will highlight significant moments in our past, present, and
future exploration of the Red Planet. Weather permitting, we plan to offer telescope viewing of Mars after
evening public shows and at special star parties in
cooperation with the South Florida Amateur Astronomers Association.
A taped message on current sky events will include
updated information on the appearance of Mars and
will refer callers to a live receptionist for further
inquiry.

We may even cerebrate the anniversary of the Orson We{{es radio
broadcast with a specia{
own.
ween program
Visitors interested in more detailed information
should find
materials
the Planetary Society in our
along with statewide and local materials.
Finally, we plan to issue regular news releases and
cooperate with representatives from all news media in
order to keep the public accurately informed and adequately involved. We may even celebrate the anniversary of the Orson Welles radio broadcast with a special Halloween program of our own.

for intermediate or middle school grades, but it could
be used in some high school classes. It will contain
much information about Mars as well as activities on
observing Mars, but it will also include activities
reading, writing, math, art, and social studies-all
focused on learning about Mars and
tha t
knowledge to others.
The goals of the project are to encourage students to: 1)
Make observations of Mars over an extended
of
time, 2) Improve math and science skills by
and solving problems associated with the pv't... ln'r~t1
of Mars, 3) Improve reading skills by
torical and scientific information about
Improve writing skills
and/ or proposals to study
environment, and 5)
related to space travel and
colonization of
Mars.
I am preparing the teacher's
materials now, and
I'm planning to present a summer
for local
teachers on how to use PROJECT MARS
their students. I expect that
teachers will use the
tarium's public show on
as a
conclusion to the Mars unit.
The Flandrau Planetarium rlh=1""T~t{)l"T
the public for telescopic
the opposition. The 16-inch
telescope in Arizona available free
for visual aSl:rOJnmnv
clear
We

We are also planning to set up a terno!orclrv
our science halls
all kinds of ,nt'n?",,,,,
about Mars, with
about its topography, CTp,",cn''''1I'''\,h'u
oIogy, geology, chemistry,
We hope to include exhibits about
exploring Mars. One
of hardware we have
already located is a
of the "Mars Ball"-a rolMars. Another local
ling vehicle designed to
project is "Project Biosphere", a 14-acre enclosed environmental micro-world
by live-in inhabitants. We will describe how it may help us to evaluate
the feasibility of colonizing another world.
OTY'ir\i'l,"'",

Gary M. Lazich, Assistant Curator
Buehler Planetarium
Broward Community College
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

* * * * *
We have been planning a Mars program for our fall
public program for some time.
Because I am primarily responsible for the school programs, I have been planning a classroom unit on Mars to
be used by students before they come to the planetarium program. I call it PROJECT MARS. It's intended
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J. Lawrence Dunlap, Education Director
Flandrau Planetarium
Tucson, Arizona
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* *'

If-

*

If-

Because of the relative rarity of the 1988 Mars oppoplace,
sition, numerous scientific studies win be
media attention will be higher and even the casual
observer will be able to appreciate the event.
For this reason, Sheldon Schafer and I propose to
present an educator's workshop for area teachers and
to produce a planetarium show for school groups and
the general public which will highlight this event
and our knowledge of Mars.
The workshop for area educators win have five main
components: 1) Sky familiarization, observational
aspects of the Mars opposition, 2) Classroom activities, 3) Computer simulations, especially as apply to
classroom activities, 4) Slide presentation on the geography, geology, meteorology and planetary evolution
of Mars, and 5) Outdoor observing session
Teachers will be provided with handouts and resource
lists so that they will be able to take the activities
back to their classrooms. The workshop will be held in
the planetarium at Lakeview Museum using the planetarium and computer projection capabilities of the
facility for all but the outdoor observing.
In conjunction with the workshop, a planetarium show
will be produced which will review our current knowledge of Mars, and demonstrate and explain the observational aspects of the current opposition. The recorded portion of the program will be based on a show
presented in 1980, narrated by Carl Sagan, The Explo-

I appn)a(:he~d.
Several years
these two resources.
informed me that IPS wasn't interested
but might be interested in the I:nt)ll()graphy-1:0
a proposal to take to the Council.

In the mean1:im.e,
GLPA agreed to DUlDn~;n
for the booklet,
bills be the ones
IPS didn't want it.
On the advice of
available only to
members. Because of If"'nl"'1r~n·l.rvI.,.~
C011S110elratllonlS, we were advised that if we

Is
as Von Del
dations of IPS?" I
(or

SU~~ge:5ts, "~h1i"'a~r~al""'n.rv

""n,I'"I""",,011<7

ration of Mars.

Lakeview Museum Planetarium
Peoria, Illinois

one
mean that GLPA is "comp~etilng"
I
that it would aD'oe2lf
$13 annual dues would
IPS.

* *** *
GLPA is

(Editor's note: the following letter is in response to the
topic posed in the last issue of FORUM, i.e. the relationship between IPS and the regional affiliates. That
column prompted Von Del Chamberlain's President's
Message, with which this letter most directly deals. -

reinU1Qlng and
all our memlJlers
join. GLPA does have members from other T"Do,.n..-,,,,
large
base. We are honored
feel we have
to offer.
,-v ......u ...... U.JLJl

...... " . V U l... "):;;.....

LB)
Dear FORUM,
I read with great interest the President's Message in
the March issue of the Planetarian. Since I was the
primary force behind the two poetry booklets Von Del
mentioned, I wanted to make known a couple of facts of
which he may have been unaware.

region, but
are
region who are not members
reach them and let them know of our existence
GLPA's
benefits we offer? Maybe
astronomy publications that
know about GLPA
read.

As to whether Von Del should join GLPA, personally I
wish he would. He is one of our "founding fathers."
This would also give him a bigger voice in what GLPA
should or should not do.
Gary E. Tomlinson, President
Great Lakes Planetarium Association
Chaffee Planetarium
Grand Rapids, Michigan

(Secretary, continued from page 41)
organization or organizations organized and operated
exclusively for charitable or educational purposes as
shall at that time qualify as exempt under Section 501
(c)(3,4, or 6) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or
the corresponding provision of any future United States
Internal Revenue Law), as the Council shall determine. Any of such assets not disposed of shall be disposed of by the Court of Common Pleas of the county,
exclusively for such purposes or to such organization or
organizations as said Court shall determine, which
are organized and granted exclusively for such purposes for which this corporation is formed.
0

City Skies
"It is a curious comment upon the attributes of
that hundreds of thousands of people, especially
dren, in London and Paris, in the darkness which
them semiconcealment from the
destructive
air ships, should have obtained their
real vision
of the starry heavens. What must have been their
sations? On the other hand, those who can view their
to look
beauties and wonders are prone to neglect
down instead of up.

"Emerson has said somewhere in his immortal
that if our sky should be clear of clouds but one
a century, the people of this globe would look forward
to the rare event, and not only prepare to behold
beauties themselves, but make sure that their friends
far and wide were likewise minded. How the beauties
of the night sky would surpass the expectations of the
most lively imagination! The wondrous vision would
be the prevailing subject of conversation for years and
years, and the repetition of the vision, 100 years later
would need no advertising."
From an address at the dedication of the Warner and Swasey Observatory, Case Institute of Technology, by W. W.
Campbell, 1919.

IIIiI

I

In addition to our multimedia plame~taI'iu]n 'n1"{"H:n"::ITnQ.
n1"t:'Q.~l.,t rather less SOlJh1lstlcal:ed lectUlres
of aU<llejnCe~s.

one

ever want
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Introduction
The following lesson was developed for seventh grade
social studies students at the Arcola Intermediate
School in the Methacton School District. In their curriculum, students study the ancient peoples of earth,
starting in the distant past and continuing up to the
time of the Renaissance. As they progress through
their study of each civilization, students usually spend
some time exploring the scientific knowledge of the
people, including their knowledge of astronomy. In
this process however, many students get the erroneous
idea that all peoples saw exactly the same thing
when they looked at the sky, and that the only difference was what they did or did not know about the universe. This lesson challenges that belief by allowing
the students to observe the present sky as well as that
from two different time periods in the past. Because of
precession, they find that there were substantial differences in the positions of the stars and constellations,
and that the sky today is different from that of the
ancients. The purpose of this particular lesson is not to
explain precession but only to point out that it occurs,
and that in the process it changes what we can see in
the sky.
This lesson would be an excellent lab activity for students in Social Studies (History), Physics, or Astronomy classes. Depending on the level of the students
involved, it could be adapted to present more detail on
the phenomena of precession, explaining the reason for
the motion and the cyclical nature of it. This might be
particularly useful for physics or astronomy students.
If you have any questions or wish to discuss the lesson
further, please contact me. Thank you.
Please note, your submissions are needed and appreciated!
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Purpose: To examine the
been seen
the ancient peOPles
for any
of
seen today.

as it would
and to
to the sky as

the end of the
students "' ....

oJ ...........

1. Use a star chart to locate six constellations found
the current

2. Construct a Star Chart for two different time
ods in the
(3,000
and 10,000
Each
must show at least three
constellations found
above the Northern Horizon and three above
Sou them Horizon.
3. Determine the location of the North Celestial
in time.
for the three different
B.C., and 10,000 B.C.)
4. List some of the differences and similarities
and
can be found between our
the past.

1988

Materials:
Star Chart worksheets, pencils, slides, transparencies, overhead projector, slide projectors, planetarium
with precession capability.
Preparation:
The planetarium should be set for the latitude of 30
degrees North (the mouth of the Euphrates river in
Mesopotamia). Set precession for the present year,
with 6 hours of right ascension on the meridian. To set
the planetarium for the other dates (3,000 B.C., 10,000
B.C., and 7,000 A.D.), it will be necessary to follow the
instructions that apply for your particular equipment.
For planetarium projectors that allow the star Regulus
to "slide" along the ecliptic (example: Spitz A3P and
512), move precession until Regulus is set at the date of
May 16 on the ecliptic for 3,000 B.C.; the date of February 8 for 10,000 B.C., and October 31 for 7,000 A.D. For
projectors that keep Regulus at the same place on the
ecliptic (example Spitz A-4) use the position of the
"Vernal Equinox" and set it at June 27 for 3,000 B.C.;
October 3 for 10,000 B.C.; and January 10 for 7,000 A.D.

of their observations, they will have to construct star
charts similar to the one that they used for the current
sky. They will be working in small groups, and win
have to first carefully observe the sky to determine
what constellations would be visible, and second, determine where they would be seen in the sky. Give a
brief explanation about how to locate constellations on
the chart. (Example: if a star is seen halfway towards
the zenith in the planetarium, then it should be
tioned halfway up the paper, etc.) Distribute
worksheets to students and assign the students to their
groups.
Set the planetarium for 3,000 B.C. and dim the
Before working on the charts, students should first
around the sky to observe any similarities or differences. Can Orion or any of the other constellations still
be seen? Where is the North Celestial Pole now?
daily motion to locate the NCP.) Once these questions
have been answered, the students should identify
which constellations they think should be drawn on
their charts. Help them to determine approximately
where they should be located on the paper. Give them
time to work and then reset the planetarium for 10,000
B.C. Repeat the above procedure for this time period.

Procedure:
Conclusion:
Students are welcomed to the planetarium and the
purpose of the lesson is explained. The point is made
that since we use constellation names today that had
their origins in the ancient past, we often think that
people long ago saw the sky exactly the same as we see
it today. But did they? In today's lesson, the students
will have the chance to find out the answer for themselves, as they venture back in time to examine the sky
as it would have been seen at the time and location of
Ancient Mesopotamia.
Begin by distributing to the class, a simple star chart
that shows three constellations above the southern
horizon and three above the northern. (The charts will
include Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, Cassiopeia, Orion,
Canis Major and Taurus.) Invite them to try to find
these constellations as they look at the night sky.
After these six constellations have been identified, use
daily motion so that they can locate the position of
the North Celestial Pole and mark it on their charts.

Students should be given time to compare their charts
with some of the other groups that were working. How
well were they able to recreate the appearance of the
sky? Discuss the significance of some of the cnlan~~es
that they observed. How is it helpful to have a star
near the North Celestial Pole? (navigational
What is the problem of using the rising or setting of
particular star as a method of keeping track of time?
(Similar to the Egyptians use of Sirius-the star win
not keep the same position over long periods of time.)
Conclude the lesson by summarizing the main
presented, and asking the students to consider what
changes they might anticipate in the sky for the year
7,000 A.D. If time permits, allow them to check their
predictions by setting the sky for 7,000 A.D. for a final
look at the "Stars Through the Ages."
References
Aveni, Anthony F., Archaeoastronomy: Past, Prtl'<:AT\t
and Future." Sky & Telescope. November, 1986,
456-460.
II

Bringing the lights up, explain that because of a slow
motion of the earth (precession), the north pole does
not always point to the same location in space. Today,
the earth's north pole points in the direction of Polaris
but this was not the case in the past. To find out if
there were any other changes in the night sky, they
will observe the sky first for the year 3,000 B.C. and
then for the year 10,000 B.C. The latitude will not be
changed;, but only the period of time. To make a record
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Charles Scribner's Sons. 1981.
Mallon, Gerald L., "Planetarium Usage for Secondary
Students." (The Astronomy of Ancient Civilizations).
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PLANETARIUM LIFELINE: The Origin & Evo
of the Planetarium and Planetarians
David H. Menke
Buehler Planetarium
Broward Community College
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
CompuServe ID 76266,2224

George Bunton an
the Morrison Plan t
George Bunton was the first of a long line of directors
of the Morrison Planetarium; Steve Craig is currently
the eleventh since the planetarium's opening in November 1952. The large number of directors during its
thirty-six years contrasts markedly from Pittsburgh's
Buhl, which has had just two in the past forty-eight.
The construction and opening of the Morrison Planetarium is one of the most interesting stories in the
field. Early in 1931 a representative of the Zeiss Company approached trustees of the California Academy
of Sciences to suggest the construction of a major planetarium in San Francisco. He attempted to solicit and
arouse support. The Academy was interested, but general commitment was lacking.
Shortly after Word War
officials of the
and community leaders had become convinced that it
would be an excellent idea to have a major planetarium. Zeiss Oberkochen was contacted regarding the
construction and delivery of a Zeiss II. However, as a
result of the War, Zeiss could not guarantee a realistic
delivery time. Thus, Academy officials, most notably
director Robert C. Miller, explored the possibility of
building a projector in the shops of the Academy itself.
r"'--'CIl\.A\..H

Engineers and technicians at the Academy had
worked on numerous projects for the U.s. military during the war, and they were quite good at their skills.
Dr. Russell Porter, a noted artist and consultant, was
asked to evaluate the technical capability of the
Academy's shop. After a two-week study, Dr. Porter
commented that the Academy's shop personnel would
be able to construct and manufacture a projector "equal
to the Zeiss, perhaps even better."
Two of the chief technical specialists at the
emy, Albert S. Getten and Dr. G. Dallas Hanna,
a dialogue with Dr. Clarence Clemenshaw, then
director, and George Bunton, chief technician,

Acadbegan
acting
of the

l1li

I

Griffith Observatory. After several visits, it was decided that Griffith staff would assist Getten and
Hanna in procuring Zeiss II diagrams that Griffith
had. However, director Dr. Dinsmore Alter returned
shortly after this and decided not to work further with
the Academy's engineers, and would not let them have
copies of the diagrams. Alter apparently did offer to
help design a planetarium for San Francisco-if the
patents were registered in his own name.
Robert Miller next went to Commander Gordon Atwater, curator of the American Museum-Hayden Planetarium in New York to ask for assistance. Mr. Atwater
agreed to help, and
to work
a small group of others to set up a company to
planetarium and sell it to the
At this
Miller was rather
and elected to
the Academy build its own. Even without the
prints of the Zeiss
Getten and Hanna were
work with other
in
optical projection device similar in many ways to
fith's Zeiss II.
Origins

Alexander F. Morrison
was a successful
and well- known
who lived in San Francisco.
He joined the California
of Sciences in 906
and became a patron in 1916. He was an avid "'",nY'\,n".,~
of many of the
programs and served as its
legal counsel until his death. Morrison's
Edward Hohfeld, continued as
counsel following
the passing of Mr. Morrison.
Morrison's widow, May Treat Morrison, joined the
Academy shortly after his death, and in 1926 she
became one of its trustees. She served actively as trustee until she died in 1939. In her will, May T. Morrison
left $150,000 to the Academy. The rest of her sizeable
estate, administered by Hohfeld, was to be for charitThe Pianetarian, Vol. 17, No.2, June 1988

able and philanthropic purposes. In 1944, Hohfeld
offered to donate an additional $200,000 from the May
T. Morrison estate to add to the original amount for the
purposes erecting a large planetarium.
Shortly after the War, Mr. C. M. Goethe, a member of
the Academy and contributor, offered to finance a campaign to raise funds for a planetarium. When he
learned of Hohfeld's generous offer, he increased his
donation. The campaign raised about $300,000, including $10,000 that came from pennies donated by San
Francisco school children.
On July 1, 1948, the Academy's shops were notified
that its future major project would be the construction of
a planetarium projector. Architects began to design the
building, and the process, which lasted some four
years, was begun. The design and construction of the
Academy's projector is the topic of several treatises
and films. Many believe that the projector was one of
the finest ever made.
The planetarium opened in November 1952 with
George Bunton as the first director (then called curator). Leon Salanave, an astronomy professor at Sacramento State College, became assistant director. Salanave was the astronomer responsible for identifying
and verifying star positions on the projector itself.

......... v ... ,.,....

Bunton

George W. lSUln.tOltl.
tucky on November
George W. lSUlltOln..
Five years later they moved to
young George entered
enjoyed kindergarten, since he
An only child, George felt he was . . . v'..., .... ,_.... ,
few others would agree to that. At
moved with his family to southern ...........
he finished his public schooling,
from
lywood High School in 1929. Several future actors
actresses attended high school with
young woman named Billie Dove (a lesser
luminary in the era of Lillian
and Bette
JL.I.A,J ..

Since his junior high school days, Bunton has been
very interested in science. He served three
as
president of his high school science dub.
After graduation from high school, he found himself
facing the Depression. Enrolling in physics at the University of Southern California (USC) in the fall of
1929, he dropped out before the end of the first semester due to financial problems. He got a job with the
U.S. government's Works Progress Administration

George Bunton in the console.
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The Morrison Planetarium Star Projector. The horizon scene, cut into the dome, features the Bay Bridge
and other San Francisco landmarks of 35 years ago. The scene was designed by Ansel Adams.
(WPA) and other federal work programs for the next
seven years. During that time he drove trucks, used
picks and shovels, and worked as a laborer for the government programs.

In 1946 Bunton worked with Getten and Hanna on
sible designs for the Academy's projector. When Dr.
Alter returned and put an end to the cooperation, Bunton continued his technical duties at the Griffith
Observatory. However, Bunton did not .... A.'_ .... ~"
Alter's style of leadership, and in the summer of
Bunton resigned from the Griffith Observatory
out prospect of another job.
IJ ......

In 1930 Bunton marred Marie Jardine. They had only
one child, a daughter, in 1933. Interestingly, Bunton as
an only child had only one child who·· then had only
one child. In turn, his great-granddaughter is an only
child, too.
Bunton finally returned to college in 1937 enrolling at
Santa Monica Junior College. He transferred to
U.C.L.A. and earned his bachelor's degree in physics,
with a minor in astronomy, in 1940. He supported his
family during that time as a house painter. In the fall
of 1940 he registered as a graduate student at USC
planning to finish his Ph.D. in physics. However, in
1942 most of the physics faculty left to serve in the war
effort, and he was advised to come back after the war.
Even though he finished all his courses for the doctorate, he never returned to earn the degree.
In 1942 Bunton left USC and got a full-time job with
Lockheed, where he remained until 1944. During this
time he also worked part-time as an instructor of aviation and of astronomy at USC, and part-time as a technician for the Griffith Observatory. In 1944 he became
a full-time technician at the Griffith Observatory,
working for Acting Director Clarence Clemenshaw.
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Fortunately
Bunton, the engineers at the Acad1emy
remembered him, for in September 1951 he was offered
a full-time job as a technical consultant in the
phases of construction of the
following year he was offered the ap"pOintmE~nt
director.
During Bunton's tenure as director, from 1952
he enjoyed
with three differFebruary
ent assistant directors: Leon Salanave
returned to college teaching; Charles
1959), who accepted a job at San Francisco State
Salteach college; and O. Richard Norton
anave is still teaching college and associated with
planetarium.
Charles Hagar lectured at the planetarium until
1975, and continues his astronomy and nl-:llna,f!:ll1l"11111'n
work at San Francisco State University. Bunton "v~~a"'."
most highly of Hagar, believing him to be among the
finest of planetarians.
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Dick Norton served a few months as acting director
when Bunton left, but later went on to direct planetariums in Reno and Tucson. Bunton mentioned that he and
"Norton worked together very well, like brothers,"
and were an excellent team. "Norton is extremely talented," he mentioned, but realized that Norton had
differences of opinion with several members of the
Academy administration and he eventually accepted
another job elsewhere. Both Hagar and Norton
attended UCLA and worked at the Griffith Observatory before joining the staff of the Morrison Planetarium.
George Bunton left the Morrison Planetarium in February 1962 to accept a post as director of the Bishop
Planetarium in Honolulu. He remained director there
until his official retirement in 1980. Bunton is currently
an honorary life member of the Bishop Museum and
Consultant in Education there. He lives at home with
his wife of 58 years and spends his time designing and
playing with electronic devices, reading science fiction, and helping the new director of the Bishop Planetarium, Ken Miller.
The Post-Bunton Years
When Norton left the Morrison in 1962, one of the
planetarium lecturers, Maurice Amsden, served as acting director for about a year. He was replaced by Mearl
F. Carson, the curator of exhibits, 1962 to 1964. Carson
hired a planetarian named Tom Gates to run the planetarium from 1964 to 1966; Gates' official title was
planetarium manager.

Another member of Tom Gates'
Steve
Steve
planetari urn
planetarium director. Harold
lecturer at the
served
planetarium director
the
a permanent head. While Rolf was
drafted into the military and served in Vietnam.
his release from the
Rolf entered the
business.
""'-.u. __ ...... 'V ...

In September 1967, the AG:lOemy
naval officer, Captain Robert D.
the planetarium (his title was cnlr.t:n·.. rH~nW"
almost ten years as .......................'"'
were made, including the ublOtlit(~US
It was the laser light show
tariums, brought in enuug:n "ll"nr.."....o,,,,
planetarium solvent, but also to
in the black.
Risser was a 1934
He ......u ..............
Academy at
chemical
Inl"~1r~H~T
served on
aboard the submarine .... ,,"'.... >7'"" ...
submarine
Fish
and taught at
U.S.
Monterey. He earned
Naval Cross and the Silver
intelligent leader, the California A..cad.E~my
welcomed him as the next 1-"... "'...................
1"1 ....., .... ...".

During the time Gates was in charge of the planetarhe hired Mike Bennett as a lecturer and they
worked wen together. Bennett had joined the staff as
an usher in June 1960 during Bunton's directorship.
When Gates left the Morrison, Bennett served as acting
director while finishing his bachelor's degree in physical science at San Francisco State. Bennett left San
Francisco for three years to work as education director
of Spitz, from 1969 to 1972. One of his projects at Spitz
was to develop the Spitz Summer Workshop. Returning to California in 1972, he enrolled in graduate
school at San Francisco State where he earned his
master's degree in physical science in 1975. Bennett
continued his association with the Morrison as a
etarium lecturer while he worked on his advanced
degree. Shortly after finishing his master's, Bennett
became director of the Ceman Science Center at Triton
College (Chicago). He did not remain in Chicago for
long, however; Bennett returned to the west coast and
went into business in 1975. He is now working as an
executive for a computer company, but maintains ties
with the plalnetariuno.
I

Captain Robert D.

circa 1968.

Noted ..... 1..,..... ""• ..,. .... ..,. ....
.,...,.'..1I".o .... H .. ' at San
Francisco's
planetarium, served as assistant director
under Risser.
Quock,
current assistant
was hired
Risser's
one of the more InterE~sting
tenure.
our field centers around a fellow named
who was an assistant director
Risser's term of
Planetaroffice. I had a chance to visit the
ium many times
the
1970s. One
in 1973
had
seen a
and
to stay
to chat with the leca few moments
was a most 1nf-.o1l"£~c+1,n..".
turer. It was Rik
fellow with a nice voice. When I asked how he
he . . "1."'......
.0...

there. I was
no formal education in astrmtlmnv
pf()mloted. to assistant director."
Warren in 1973.

'-GA..." ...........

Risser's rel)la.ceJme~nt.
three sons.

1977. Wilson remained as assistant riI'.·"". . .lr"...
ber
months QlPl"'Ul'notor.
Simon was a real shot
Much of his

~UbsE~Q1Jlent1v

At that time I was amazed that someone could
become the assistant director of one of the finest
in off the street. After

Risser was a most
and
little
to run the
He
OUQ2:et; he did not seek external
turtd.l1n.2": and he saved some monies
$250,000)
from
laser shows in a special fund
was needed. This
of no:n-rlncmc~al
Tifh
precedent for future d.i]rectm~s
from shows and laser ........,,.,,,,............... '"
few expenses, the planetarium seemed
money-maker for the Academy. In fact, a number of
Academy officials felt that the planetarium's main
purpose was to generate funds to run the rest of the
museum.
"'"-u.ILJ ............

O'ff'£,'T ..

Captain Risser retired due to
health in January
Dr.
Simon of the Adler
1977, but not before
Planetarium to be the next director.
Risser
died on June 24,1986.
Illinois in 1940. He
Lee Simon was born in
earned a B.A. in mathematics in 1962, an M.S. in
astronomy in 1964, and a Ph.D. in astronomy in 1972all from Northwestern University. His speciality was
spectroscopy of long-period variable stars. He worked
ten years as Adler Planetarium's Program
for
Supervisor, dealing with the writing and production of
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Richmond's Universe
some administrative .....
work at a level .,. .... r·a ...... ,~'"
ciais. Simon was
employee, his I-'~,';"'U'U'''
retired in 1983.

o.Alu ..... ''-''I

from the Morrison
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Due to financial and other difficulties, none of
applicants for the job of director of the Morrison Planetarium was hired. Instead, Steve Craig, formerly chief
planetarium technician, supervisor of the instrument
shop, and at that time one of the chief administrative
officers of the Academy (operations manager), was
persuaded to become acting director. About a
later
Craig was officially appointed permanent
(now chairman).
Steve Craig has been director since 1985 and has been
successful at keeping the planetarium operation moving along well, building a competent staff, and utilizing the remaining funds in Risser's laser fund to
improve the planetarium facilities. Craig joined the
planetarium when Bunton was director and has been at
the Academy some twenty-eight years. Although not
an astronomer, Craig is ably supported by astronomers
Bing Quock and Lonny Baker. In addition to his vast
technical skills, Craig's greatest talent lies in administrative abilities that help the planetarium thrive.

Steven B. Craig.
much of his time recovering from a second stroke.
Undaunted, he continues to read, give talks and lectures, and pursue an understanding of the universe
around us. He has also spent time assisting the disabled. He lives with his family in Novato, California.

Thanks are given to George Bunton, Charles Hagar,
Steve Craig, Lonny Baker, Mike Bennett, Lee Simon,
and Ken Wilson for helping prepare this article, and
to the California Academy of Sciences Archives for
0
the photographs.

Hayden Planetarium Show Kits
• Burt Lancaster narrates The 7 Wonders of the Universe
• Leonard Nimoy narrates Starquest

Also- Choose from more than 186 slides and panoramas!

• Gregory Peck narrates Star born
• Vincent Price narrates The Violent Universe

Call for Free Show Kit Brochures and Artwork Catalogs.

Art A vailable by slide, panorama or complete Show Kit.

h
~

,

American
81 st Street & Central Park West, New York, N. Y. 10024
Museum(212) 769-5913
. Hayden
Planetarium
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As
who has been in the business any
time is aware, there are an awful lot of ways
tickets for
theater. It can be done with a cash
ister and
discrete
a
tlClk.etmg machine

"V'';;;'\..·U;lLJ.

Our

ofttcJrettng
but when
the holidays roll around things can get
of hand as
we have two sales venues, each in a separate building.
Unless there is dose and constant communication
between the box offices, shows can get oversold.
The computer systems we looked at were rather pricey, with some selling for as much as eighty thousand
dollars. However, in our explorations we came across a
system that was affordable. Namely it was in the
under ten thousand dollar range. The system is called
P ACS, short for Performing Arts Center System and is
is a software
available from Rosco Laboratories.
package and is designed to
on an IBM or compatible PC AT or XT with a minimum of 512K RAM

ten-meg
can nalLl.OJle
This figure increases if
The customer SUI)port from Rosco seems to be
good.
is available
12 hours a
from the
90
following receipt of the C ... 7'~ ..:111...,.,.
charge they will have a service "v ..,;. ...... 'u. .....:n
stuff and train your box
traInIng
for the staff takes about three
90 days
access can be
more information write: Rosco
New York
Bush Avenue, Port
(914) 937-1300.
Pla'YIpl'arta'YI.
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Regional Roundup
Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
Phone: (304)242-3000, Ext. 261
Compuserve 72467,2051

Any interesting news of events and activities, etc.
from your region is always welcome. If you have anything that you would like mentioned in the Regional
Roundup column, please forward it to me at the above
address or via Compuserve. The next deadline for submissions into the Regional Roundup is Wednesday, July
13, 1988. Please mark your calendars accordingly.
Thank you for your contributions and support.
Association of Mexican Planetariums
No report.
British Association of Planetariums
No report.
European Association of Planetariums (EMPA)
The Strasbourg Astronomical Data Center has compiled the International Directory of Astronomical
Association's and Societies (IOASS). The volume includes all practical data available on associations,
societies, dubs, and groups of professional and/or amateur astronomers, as well as parent societies, public
observatories and planetaria. A few entries of general
interest (publishers, journals, manufacturers, dealers,
etc.) are also included for convenience. The IDASS is
available at a cost of $22.00 U.S. dollars for the 1987
issue or $27.00 U.S. dollars for the 1988 edition. Prepayment is requested. To order, send an international
money order in the proper amount to:
C.D.S.-Directories
Observatoire Astronomique
11 rue de l'Universite'
F-67000 Strasbourg, France
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA)
Bart Benjamin has taken over as the editor for the
GLPA Newsletter. If you would like to have any news
items from your region placed in the GLP A Newsletter,
please send it to: Bart Benjamin, Cernan Earth and
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Space Center, Triton College, 2000 Fifth Avenue, River
Grove, Illinois 60171. GLPA Treaseure, David
reports that GLPA currently has 211 registered members and is growing.
The Cernan Earth and Space Center recently installed
a large format video projection system, complete with
a 3/4" videotape deck. The system win allow the Cernan Center to receive teleconferences and prC)2:1'anlS
through Trition College's television studio.
The Henry Crown Space Center at Chicago's Museum
of Science and Industry will premier "Great Barrier
Reef" on June 10th. Unlike other Ornnimax films it
shown in the past, the Crown Space Center is pr()QULC1I112
an all new soundtrack for "Great Barrier
screenplay will be written and narrated by Bill . ., ...,...... ,;:>.
a well known television personality at the
ate in Chicago.
Carl Wenning, Director of the Illinois State University Planetarium, has recently received two awards for
his contributions to amateur astronomy. He was inducted as a member of the G. Weldon Schuette Sn.!--iIPf"U
of Outstanding Amateur Astronomers. Carl was
awarded an Honorary Life Membership to the Twin
City Amateur Astronomers.
Ji~ Manning, Director of the Parkland College Planetanum, has announced that his facility is now officially known as the William M. Staerkel Planetarium.

Jim Loudon, who was staff astronomer at the Ruthven
Planetarium Theater at the University of Michigan
Exhibit Museum since 1969, died of natural causes on
January 25th at the age of 44. Many in the planetarium
community knew of Jim and his lifelong efforts to
larize astronomy through his monthly film/lecture
series at Ann Arbor, his articles in Sky &
and Astronomy, and his involvement with National
Public Radio.

Gary Sampson of the Wauwatosa H.S. Planetarium
will co-lead a delegation of students to China this July
with Larry Mascotti from the Rochester, Minnesota
Planetarium. This program, called the ChineseAmerican Youth Exchange will allow U.S. students to
visit several Chinese astronomical sites.
.
Plans for the 1988 GLPA Conference are underway.
The conference will be held at Bowling Green State
University from October 19-22. To receive additional
information, contact Dale Smith at (419) 372-8666. The
GLPA executive committee met on April 16th at Bowling Green to discuss GLPA business and firm up conference activities.
Great Plains Planetarium Association (GPPA)
The Grout Museum Planetarium in Waterloo, Iowa
has been awarded a grant from the Iowa Humanities
Board. The grant will be used to purchase Humanities
and the Stars from Eastern Washinton University. The
programs will be made available after June, 1988, on a
loan basis to all interested Iowa planetaria. For add itonal information, contact: Alinda Wengenroth, Director, Grout Museum Planetarium, 503 South Street,
Waterloo, Iowa 50701.
Alinda is also making several pre-school, learning
disabled kindergarten and first grade planetarium
presentations available for the cost of reproduction.
The programs are entitled, "Backyard Sky," IIMr.
Moon," "Star Stories," HOur Earth," and "Planet
Peek." For additional information, contact Alinda at
the address in the previous paragraph.
Daniel Glomski has assumed the position as Director
of the J.M. McDonald Planetarium in Hastings, Nebraska. He was formerly a planetarium assistant at
the Louisiana Arts and Science Center Planetarium in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society (MAPS)
The Strasenburgh Planetarium will once again be conducting their everpopular Planetarium Production
Techniques Seminar from July 5-9, 1988, immediately
following the IPS conference in Richmond. The seminar
will consist of all aspects of planetarium production
including; art/photography, script writing, public
relations, electronics, production, audio recording and
special effects design. Space is limited. For additonal
information, contact Don Hall at (716) 271-4320.

They started their own planetarium business, called
North Starlab Planetarium, utilizing a
enhanced Starlab. They are travelling to
science centers, malls, nature centers, parks, fairs and
festivals, bringing hundreds of people in touch with
astronomy. Business is brisk and very demanding. And
to make their already busy schedule even more hectic,
Benjamin Turner Meader was born on March 14th.
The Benedum Natural Science Theater in
West Virginia premiered two new 35mm films
spring as part of its revamped program format.
ers" opened April 1st and "Great Barrier Reef"
May 7th. Both films are sponsored by the Kroger
pany, a large grocery chain located within the
Arrangements for "Flyers" were made
CONOCO, a division of DuPont Corporation. "Great
Barrier Reef" was obtained through Cinema-360, Inc.
'U'IV'_AL",,,,,

The 1988 MAPS Conference will be held at the New
England Center and Oyster River
School Planetarium in Durham, New
October 1315. Ellie Milliken will be the n05itess.
The MAPS executive board met at Ellie's
April 16th to discuss and plan the fall conference.

on

Election's for the MAPS executive board were held
recently. The newly elected board members which
serve for a two year term are: Ellie Milliken,
River H.S. Planetarium (Retired), Durham,
Ann Hennig, Carl Sandburg, Intermediate School Planetarium, Alexandria, Virginia; and Steven
Benedum Natural Science Theater,
West
Virginia.
Due to the lateness of the 1988 MAPS corlteI'enc:e
couple of planetariums have hosted or will be nO~;t1rle:
"mini-conferences" to fill in the void.
Eric Zimmermann hosted a mini-conference at the
Robert J. Novins Planetarium in Toms River, New
sey on April 9th. About 20 persons were in attendance.
A few paper sessions were given as wen as a roundtable discussion and a workshop on computer I video techniques in the planetarium.
Jon Elvert will host a mini-conference at the Hudson
River Museum Planetarium in Yonkers, New York on
May 13th. Panel discussion, paper sessions and workshops are scheduled.
Nordic Planetarium Network (NPN)

John and Allison IIBB" Meader have had a lot happen
to them since the first of the year. In February, they
pulled up stakes and left the Francis Malcolm Science
Center in Easton, Maine and headed to southern Maine.
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Construction work is well under way at the Heureka
Science Center outside Helsinki, Finland. The outer
dome of the 18 meter diameter Verne Theater Plane-
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tarium was completed in mid-March. The facility will
be equipped with a Zeiss-Jena star instrument and a
70mm, 8 perf, hemispheric film projection system.
Construction started in February at the world's northernmost planetarium, the 12 meter diameter Northern
Lights Planetarium in TromS0, Norway. Its latitude is
69.6 degress north! The planetarium will be equipped
with a Spitz 512 instrument and a Cinema-360 film
projection system.
The building of a Stockholm, Sweden, Omnimax Theater, which has been in the planning stages for many
years, finally got the go-ahead in December. It will be
connected with the Swedish Museum of Natural History, which is currently undergoing major renovation.
Tytti Sutela has been appointed Planetarium Director
of the Verne Theater in Helsinki, Finland. Erling
Husby and Frank Pettersen share joint responsibilities
for the Northern Lights Planetarium in TromS0, Norway.
Lars Broman has left the Futures' Museum Planetarium. He now shares his time between solar energy
research, planning of the 1990 IPS Conference and his
brother's consulting firm. Marianna Back has assumed
the responsibility for the Futures' Museum Kosmorama
Space Theater.
Pacific Planetarium Association
The staff of the Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles
spent the spring answering telephone calls and media
inquiries about a major earthquake supposedly predicted for May by the 16th century astrologer Nostradamus. Approximately 1000 phone calls were logged by
the end of April, and Program Supervisor John Mosley-who issued an eight-page Press Package on Nostradamus and planetary alignments-was interviewed
by every Los Angeles TV station (and one from Germany!), a dozen radio stations, two dozen newspapers,
and People magazine.

hold a banquet and business meeting on Friday,
at an undisclosed location. The election of new ottice1rs
for SEP A will be held at some time during the evening's festivities. The candidates for the office
Presi..
dent-Elect are: Mike Chesman, Bays Mountain
Planetarium, Tennessee; Lee Golden,
Planetarium, Florida;
Bob
ium, Georgia. The candidate for secretaI'V
Sue Griswald. Dave Hostetter of the .::af-!:I,"Y.c,".o
ral History Museum Planetarium will assume the
tion as SEPA President in January of 1989.
Linda Hare of the Bishop Planetarium in HrclC1E!nt()n,
Florida has taken over the responsibility as the editor
for the SEPA Journal, Southern Skies. If you have
news from your region and would like it
Southern Skies, contact Linda Hare at
Planetarium, 201 Tenth Street, W., tlralaE!ntC)n, """I",.",ii.ril..,.
33505.
Jon Bell commends Linda Hare for her excellent work
with "Southern Skies". It is an ex1:reIneJ,v proJ:es~;iolnal
looking journal. Linda and SEPA should
new look.
Southwest Association of Planetariums
John Williams from Astral Projections out of Fort
Worth, Texas has been awarded a Public Hr()ad.ca~;tinlg
Corporation grant to produce 26 half-hour radio
grams. The series, uSci-Fi Radio One," consists of
adaptations of classic science fiction stories.
Jay Boisseau, formerly of the Richland '-V'JLn;;jt:;,~
tarium, Dallas, Texas, has assumed the DOSlt],On
Technical/Specialist at the Bishop Planetarium in
Bradentown, Florida.
0

(President, continued from
Adler Planetarium win soon celebrate its sixth anniversary and important anniversaries win come to all
of our facilities.

Planetarium Association of Canada

Southeast Planetarium Association (SEPA)

What matters most to us as planetarians is that we do
what we can to accurately and effectively 111'\.,0'i"1I"1'1I".otthe space sciences so that these sciences matter to most
people. Within the context of the modem world, we
cause people to want to go out and see the stars-to
hear the "voices" conveyed by starlight
human eyes and to enjoy the simple beauty to
in a country starry night.

The 1988 SEPA Conference will be held in an abbreviated format as part of the 1988 IPS Conference in Richmond, Virginia. SEP A has announced that they will

Planetarians bring the voices of stars down to Earth to
be heard and understood so that the elegant
the
stars may be known.
0

No report.
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
No report.
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JANE'S
CORNER

Jane G. Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
Henry Mitchell, planetarian from Chatham, Virginia, wants to visit my dome tomorrow. His phone
call today said that a local Richmond vendor wants to
demonstrate a video projector at my dome for Henry's
benefit. I think the A-V company wants to keep from
lugging the projector three hours to Chatham, and
Henry thought of the idea of meeting them at a local
friendly dome-mine!
I hope Henry doesn't come in time to see a show in my
planetarium. I'll be embarrased for him to see the preVoyager drawing of Uranus I'm using in the 3rd grade
lesson tomorrow. Hey, I've got the January 1986 encounter pic in the 5th grade show, OK? But I only had one,
and figured that it would be better to cheat 3rd graders
than those real space enthusiasts, the 5th graders.

The third graders aren't very discretionary; they 0-0o-h and a-h-h-h over every giant picture that thumps
onto the dome, no matter what it is. It's real easy to
cheat on them. They certainly don't know the difference. And their teachers are even less of a worry. But I
hate it that Henry's coming. He is a fellow planetarian. He'll know.
Henry's phone call caught me hard at work "fixing"
slides for a lesson next week. Not in the dark room
with "fix," but on the light tray with tape and opaqueing fluid and Wess mounts and a large hand-held
lens. As attested to by the number of articles written
and papers given, planetarians employ sophisticated
methods to prepare transparencies for presentations.
And I, also, have my ways to fix slides for shows.
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I really must try that LPD4 film
whatever it's called) sometime; meanwhile I'll just use a little
Red
Acrylic or Kodak Opaque Red. I have not
decided which is best: Cadmium Red is
easier to see, but harder to dean up.
Kodak Opaque seems to go on "h.-rhf-':l>1l'"
but it dries out faster.
I always make a mark on the
right corner of each slide when it is
side up. You heard me, I mark them for
right side up, not slide-tray ready (lower left) as most
"canned" shows do. It's a matter of professional
with me; I don't need anyone to help me
which way to turn the slide to make it come out
on the dome. Hey, I went to the Famous Planetarians
School, and I know how to do that.

And another thing: I never put
on the
emulsion side of a slide when I'm masking it. Am I
crazy? No, I always put opaqueing fluid on the
so I make
side because I don't have a small paint
off the
a lot of mistakes. Then I have to wipe
slides, so I don't want to tear up the emulsion.
Here's a Planetarian Utu:~stlOin for you: What is
most often used slide in a
This is a
question because I mean
Answer: the blank slide that fills in for """""''''''-'0(Where do they go?
One planetarian I know amuses himself
obscene words or phrases on the pieces of stiff paper he
uses for blanks.
When you're opaqueing slides, and it's 5:00 and you
want to go home, do you say "I'm going to
nowthey won't notice it."? But
coming tomorrow.
He's going to notice that the "sman Earth's moon" and
"small Mercury"
reversed
accident. I
knew I was going to fix that one of these
Now is
as good a time as any. After
is coming tomorrow: another olalnetarian
Overheard: JlHere Comes the ............. ""."
On March 16, Wayne
Planetarian at Kirkpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma City, testified on
the witness stand for ten minutes in a murder trial. The
murder occurred on August 31, 1985 at about 10:00 p.m.
when rival Indian gangs confronted each other on a
federal reservation. In the melee which followed, lots
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of people were swinging dub-like weapons and a
member was killed. A witness at the scene said he recognized the murderer.
Lawyers called Wayne to testify whether there was
enough moonlight available for such an identification.
Using astronomical data available to planetarians,
Wayne testified that the moon was two days past
about 29 degrees above the horizon at that time and it
would be possible to identify a person. (Wayne's report
of this unusual utilization of planetarians preceded
the jury's decision, so we don't have the verdict at this
writing.)
the FBI
came to the
to serve
the subpoena, the
staff had not been told
had been contacted.
that
ine what he had done. One staff member renn.ar'Ke<i.

TIO

THE RADIAN SYSTEM
Standard 35mm

knew we shouldn't have left him
Scouts on the
that
This is not
distinction between
and
"~,,. ........ I ......... ClelDeIl,ClS on whether the crime halt)rn~ns
before or after sunset. He was once called
when sunset nlf"""'11'1I"Dlf'il
cific date. Such a distinction was ne<:essarv
mine the severity of an ImpellCilng crilmlln.al_"...... ;.......
IT

ium in
defense "" ••,...."".........
an accident scene. He
yers
his testirrlonlY
stand. He
",hr'''AU"'d'iI

SAVE THE STARS
(Press Release)

Tucson, Arizona-"Save the stars" is the mission of a
newly-formed international organization that wants
to preserve dark night skies as a natural wonder and a
scientific resource.
"Today, people living in or near major cities have
lost much of their view of the Universe," says astronomer David L. Crawford, a founding member of the
International Dark-Sky Association.
"The man-made light from large population centers
has so brightened the heavens that the wonder of the
star-filled night sky the ancients had is gone."
Not only does this "light pollution" deprive people
of celestial beauty, it threatens scientific research and
is a sign of energy waste, says IDA president Dr. Tim B.
Hunter.
"The increased sky glow makes it harder for amateur
and professional astronomer alike to study the heavens, "Hunter says.
"Wasted light shining into the night sky costs the
country more than $1 billion every year in electricity
costs. This figure does not include the associated environmental costs of burning fossil fuels to generate power
for this light," Hunter says.
Sky illumination comes mainly from unshielded
street lights, upwardly-illuminated advertising signs,
shopping centers and sports fields.
As waste light from poorly designed fixtures escapes
upward into the night sky, it is scattered by the
earth's atmosphere and contaminates the natural
light from celestial objects.
Astronomy thrives in the dark. Indeed, observatory
sites are selected in large measure for dark skies. But
increasing, world-wide, the glow of man-made light
threatens to overwhelm the faint starlight reaching
the world's largest telescopes.
Beginning in the early 1970's, municipalities in Arizona, California and Hawaii have responded to observatories' efforts by enacting. outdoor lighting control
ordinances for the preservation of the natural resource
of dark skies.
"Sky glow is caused by wasted light, which is
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wasted energy," says Crawford. "This wasted
does nothing to increase nighttime safety, security or
utility."
Astronomers are not against night lighting, says
Crawford, who works at the world's largest observatory at Kitt Peak, Arizona. UBut we do advocate
the best lighting design for the task."
"For example, one should use shielded fixtures that
put the light on the ground where it's needed and
keeps it out of the sky, and make use of energy efficient
lighting."
The IDA founders say the lack of awareness rather
than resistance to the ideas is the biggest problem in
controlling light pollution. "Our goal is to educate the
public, government officials and lighting industry professionals," says Hunter.
"Anyone who enjoys the wonders of our natural environment and is interested in preserving dark skies or
improving outdoor lighting is invited to join the IDA."
"The IDA needs volunteers as well as members,"
board member Libby Howell. As a non-profit Or(]r~n1_
zation, we tum all income toward such things as
ing and mailing costs."
1/

IIVolunteers in Tucson and elsewhere are welcome to
assist with anything from stuffing envelopes to researching lighting designs. We have a place for
one who wants to help," Howell says.
The International Dark-Sky Association was formed
to serve a broad audience by providing information,
education and research on light pollution and related
topics to the public as well as the astronomy community, says IDA board member Daniel Knauss.
"The solutions to the problems of light pollution
should cut the cost and improve the effectiveness of all
outdoor lighting," says Knauss.
''We think it's a project where everyone wins," says
Crawford.
For information about light pollution or about jo!ning
the International Dark-Sky Association, write to
International Dark-Sky Association Inc., 3545 N. Stewart Avenue, Tucson, Arizona, 85716, U.s.A.
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